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5.~ L  JNTRODUCilON 
l  ' 
The adoptioo of  the Council ~utioo  on a Community programme of  policy and action in relation 
to the enviromnent and IUitainable development, the Fifth Action Programme, on 1 February 1993 
wu a reflecti011  of the growiq awareness  of the  importance  of sustainable  development.  The 
Programme had been developed1  u  part of  the Community's preparation for the Earth Summit of  Rio 
de Janeiro in the summer of 1m and the Resolution also reflects the decisioru made at  Rio.  It 
makes dear that the  •J992-199~ ~  should 1H  viewed as a priming period changing the sense 
of  direction and commitment, • a period to initiate the journey and  stimulate progress. 
In the Resolution, the Environment Policy Review Group, set up under the Programme, was invited 
to keep the implementation of the Programme under review on the basis of regular reports from  the 
Commission summarising progr:ess.  This is the first of those reports. 
This Report on the situation up to 30 June 1994 comes midway between the formal  approval of the 
general strategy and approach of the Programme, a.nd the review that is due to take pi~~ before the 
end of 1995, and attempts to measi.tre progress towards sustainable development as defined and set 
out in the Programme. The emphasis is on quality, causes and degrees of shift in direction,  above 
all at Community level  (f~.,Wn!J on where the Commission has a role in initiating action), but also 
considering  developments  amol)g  the  other  actors  of the  Programme.  The  Report  gives  some 
examples of developments in Member States.  These are highlighted  in  boxes.  Other infonnation 
received from Member States will serve u  a valuable source of reference for the review process that 
will  soon be starting. 
At such  an  early  stage  in  the  Programme,  the report  focuses  on  the  qualitative  rather than  the 
quantitative  aspects  of develop~ent and  does  not  attempt  to  analyse  progress  on  the  various 
·indicative measures set out in the various ~les  of the Programme. These will  be analysed as  part 
of the review process.  It is unfortunate that the European Environment Agency  was not  in  place 
in time to contribute information on  progress. 
The Report  is  being presented  at a  time  when  a  wider  process  is  moving  environmental  and 
sustainable development issues towards the centre of policy making.  The new Treaty on  European 
Union (BU) marks an  i~portant step in this pr~JCeSS, setting out in Article 2, as one of the basic aims 
of the  Community,  the  promotion  of •a harmonious and balanced development  of economic 
actlvltiu, SIISiaillabk and  non lnjiDtionary growth respecting the environment.  H  Article 130r(2) of 
tbe,Tfeaty.  identifies integration  ~environmental protection requirements into the definition  and 
·  · ·  . .  ·  ·  of~ · Community's other policies as another important requirement. 
..  · ~; ~;,·. ,:\ · ~t~  T: /~  ,·J..·i..!  ...  '· ...  · 
~;· :,·r  .•  ·.:  "--·i ·,,.,, _:. ~~~-. Wbtte  Paper~  Growth, Competitiveness and Employment of December  19~3 
~aa-~·•*  .priiftdip · Ia· Chapter  10  develops  some  thoughts on  a  new  model  of economic 
the environment and sustainable development in  the limelight.  In  it  are 
~~1\~~ :-: _;·_,: :!!IIJ~ij ;Jii-~C: i.tltlet 'P'l ·  · ··iaa environn1ental and sustainable development  issue.~ into mainstream 
iji- '.GMt:Oito hand, and the·generation of more employment, on the other. The two 
_.tiCDiia&'iliviroiuneotal protection imperatives and the logic of economic growth 
!!~~~:·:n :~ ·  - vtb are, a majOr reform of the present fiscal  system  (internal ising 
.tiJ'iDbO, dl _. IIC · ::ti  .. .  i<l .lll of  envir~ental conCerns U  elements of competition .. 
~~:~~t ·~~-:~ '\'~~  _. ;:!\~) ~ .. ..... _:- : 
••·.,ouc·-a ftDCII'  itlelf at a major turning point In the Programme it has a 
i.illli'&lmcrw~ ·~-G - ballenga for the next ten  yea~~ and on how to move towards 
I  " '  • 2 
Later this year,  the  Commissien will be  publishing the results of an  important  study it  has  had 
carried out to provide an analy~s that shows how integrating the environment can be done in a cost-
effective way while supporting economic development and employment. 
The approach chosen to appraise progress at this stage focuses on processes, especially the putting 
into place of  mechanisms which arc vital to change attitudes towards environmental and sustainable 
development issu~s. The choice-was determined by the fact that the Programme is still young and 
radically different in nature from the four progrrunmes that preceded it, and because not all  targets 
are the responsibility of the EcJ , 
The six elements that make up': this new approach to environmental and  sustainable development 
issues, and that lie at the heart pf the Programme, are: 
the integration of enviro$ental considerations into other EC  policy-areas; 
the broadening of the range of instruments, including economic instruments; 
partnership (involving the European Union, the general public. the business world and national 
administrations) and shared responsibility; 
changing attitudes and patterns of consumption and produ<:tion; 
the application of legislatibn and enforcement; 
the international dimension of the  Fifth  Environment Action  Programme_ 
The Report examines progress on these six elements within each of the  five  main  selected target 
sectors identified  by  the  Programme:  agriculture.  energy,  manufacturing  industry,  transport,  and 
tourism. Because the process of changing attitudes is  fundamental to  sustainable development, and 
in line with the structure of the fifth Programme, separate chapters have also been included on the 
international  dimension~ widening the range of instruments, development of structures for shared 
responsibility, and application of environmental legislation that examine in greater depth progress 
in this direction.  : ~ 
••• 
II.  BROAD INDICATIONS OF PROGRESS ACHIEVED 
It is too early  to be  able to make a  full  review of progress on the  individual  elements of the 
Projrarnme. All that can be done~ after eighteen months experience, is to try to assess if and where 
changes in attitudes and in approach are beginning to occur and whether there are indications that 
the EC  is rising to the challenge set out in the  Fill ~ l  Programme to  put sustainable development at 
the heart ~f  its policies. 
.  ' \,  ' 
sCt out .,elow are some broad indications of progress in relation to the six  elemen~s that lie at the 
beaitoftheFifthProgrimme. The main text of  the Report elaborates and illustrate these statements. 
,  ,  '·,,  , .•  :• :;-~; ."  ,  ,  I 
'·:~~:~:~-\-: -· _ .;;·--?·~- '' 
' ti  ~ · ......  ~·· '  .  ,.l  •  "'  • " .,  •• 
~t!\~~ -:i;~~;~'} 'i  ~~~~·:(;:~::-;~: ' J 
While there has been som~  progress on integration of  environmental approaches within Commw1ity 
policies ~d  in certain Member States, sustainable development essentially continues to be seen as 
the business  of those  wh.o  deal  with  the environment.  The evidence suggests  that  integrating 
environmental  considerapons  into  other  policy  areas  requires  both  unified  envirorunent 
administrations able to it¥Juence other parts of the administration as well as  the strengthening of 
environmental awareness in other parts of the administration for example by creating enviroruncnt 
units. 
Progress has taken place ""ithin the Community and individual Member States in  areas such as the 
revision of the Structural funds, the incorporation of environmental considerations into  state 3id, 
and the adoption of sometmeasures in agriculture and the integration of environmental dimension 
in almost all Community ~T  specific programmes ( 1994·1998). In trade policies important political 
targets have been set.  F~ermore, there has been some encouraging progress in  integrating  the 
environment into policies,dealing with manufacturing industry, most notably  in  relation  to  large 
companies. 
l 
Strategic assessments of the impact of policy initiatives on the environment have yet to take  root, 
in most of the Member S~tes. The Commission has  undertaken to  carry out such an  approach  in 
making its own proposals.i. 
Initiatives  on  the  introdu~tion and  implementation  of appropriate  mechanisms  to  ensure  that 
environmental and sustainable development concerns are considered in  new policy actions need to 
be speeded up. 
Broadening the Range of Instruments 
Despite the commitment to diversify the  range 0f instruments set  out  in  the Programme, progress 
bas  been slow at Community  or  Member State  level.  Legislation  remains  the  main  approach, 
although  the  number of ~w  proposals from  the  Commission  has  diminished  and  the  type  or 
legislation it is proposing t  moving away from the pure legislative approach to  more framework 
enabling legislation and to r the simplification and clarification of existing legislation. 
· In the area of  economic ~ents,  there has been only slow progress in discussion of the single 
::.,_.,·.~:., Community instrument under consideration, the CO/energy tax.  In other areas in Member States, 
:)r:  ;:'.f~:;:  despite a number of  imporamt initiatives, developments are still at the stage of  experimentation. The 
· ~.  ;.)~!.:·  ·Commission's White Paper in its Chapters 9 and 10 points to directions to  be  considered for the 
·  ·  · ·· . in  .. terms of  changes in fiscal instruments. 
offinlncial support mechanisms important progress has been made at Commission and 
!ll~iitb.-;..Sta~ .·  ·; Jt .~e · : Is m  integrating environmental considerations  into  Structural  Funds  and  the 
':'':!~~:.I~;;:t (;Gbesi~Cftl··FUnd. !  Integration of  environmental concerns needs to be better reflected in  the regional 
~{d~~Oi:tlm~t · i ·D · )  ·m  ... u  ..  and proposals for funding being developed by Member States  . 
......... .. .., ···,  ...  : ~ ."~ :,:~;.;:~~  progress  in developing environmental and sustainable development 
f~r more intensive work to ensure environmental costs are internalised. 
ome . umn~vtmumts  in th~ availability of  data. The European Environment Ag~ncy 
~ »l~1~~  ..  ~·~ .· P·Y·  to speed  up improvement For this· to happen,  it  is  important to 
11J~IJC,;~I, ~,w ·ork Pt'o~e  as  soon as  possible as well as to ensure good working 
1Hai7.' tlae .~~~etacy, the Commission and Member States  . 
.  ~  .  :~- .  ( r. 
·Closer linkages between Research  and  Development policies  and environment  and  sustainable 
development policies are developing but need to be intensified particularly in the context of the 4th 
Framework Programme's  implementation  and  its  linkages  with  the  Fifth  Environment  Action 
Programme.  ·  · 
't 
Increased efforts need to be put in place to ensure better information on sustainable development 
issues at EC and Member State levels to increase public awareness and to help change attitudes. 
Partnenhip and Shared Responsibility 
·r 
The setting up of sustainable development strategies or plans to  parallel  at  Member State  level 
Agenda 21  and the Fifth Programme has taken place or is taking place in only seven Member States 
and needs to be  considered urgently  by  others.  Consideration  needs  to  be  given  as  to  whether 
regional and/or local plans need to  be further developed where appropriate. 
' 
There has been progress in .increasing levels of dialogue and of transparency on environment and 
sustainable development issUes at both EC and Member State level. The creation of consultative fora 
by the Commission and by certain Member States provides an  opportunity for increased dialogue 
but further efforts are required to involve the whole range of actors in society. 
Changing attitudes and patterns of consumntion and production 
The recession has reinforced industry's (large companies and small and medium-sized enterprises) 
perception that environment; and sustainable development issues are stumbling blocks. There have 
been only a few cases wher~ sustainable development is recognized as an approach that can create 
jobs and is not inherently anti competitive. 
' 
Chapter  10 of the  White Paper on Growth,  Competitiveness  and  Employment  provides  a  new 
pe!SJ)CCtive  on  how  to  act\ieve  progress  towards  sustainable  development  and  needs  further 
consideration particularly irl:: relation to its  ideas on switching the fiscal  burden from  labour and 
social costs to natural resources. 
·' 
Developments on environmental management and audit schemes, environmental labelling and the 
inclusion of  envirorunental details in company reports are contributing to progress towards changing 
attitudes. Attention needs to :be paid to the management of  production methods and to ensuring that 
'.  .  ·the tran.wission of the experience in this field from large to small companies takes place. 
•'  .  ..... , 
.. ,_  .. __ ldtention . Deeds to be given to sustainable development in the implementation of the strategic 
f~~ '';IP,OII1UD ·m.o. for the.  EC's intefnal market in particular. 
'·  ' •;  ·,,,  . , •, ' 
I  ~  ' 
5 
n, IDtematioqal Dimension l;; 
il 
UNCED  has  given a  new impen'Is to international dialogue and cooperation on environment and 
development and, as anticipate<l in the Fifth Action Programme, its outcome is deeply influencing 
Conununity action and policies.  Even if new problems have emerged in the  past two  years (eg. 
economic recession, security  i~ues in many regions of the  world)  it  is  essential to  maintain the 
momentum generated by the Rio Conference  . 
••• 
III.  MANUFACTURING  IN~USTRY 
, )• 
:. 
Introduction 
l 
A primary goal of the Communib' is to create the conditions for a strong and competitive industry. 
This  was  emphasised  in  the  Wihite  Paper on  Growth,  Competitiveness and  Employment.  It is 
however reco~  that the ctirrent development model leads  to  less  labour  and  more capital-
incentive  production  methods., This  is  accompanied  by  a  continued  over-exploitation  of 
environmental resources. The cdnsequences of this type of industrial activity may go  beyond the 
tolerance level of the natural res9urce base and limit further industrial development. 
f 
I' 
Integration  f 
The thrust of the Fifth Progranune is to develop sustainable policies and instruments good for  the 
environment and for buSiness. Lafger companies are gradually realizing that a sound natural resource 
basis is prerequisite to their contiJ1ued development and that, in view of competitiveness in Europe 
and world wide, investments in eqyironrnent are becoming productive investments to stay in business 
or even to open or expand marke~. 
In  its  Communication  on  "Ind~trial  Competitiveness  and  Protection  of the  Environment"  of 
November 1992, the Commissiori, stressed that "integration of  competitiveness and the environment 
require.,  a strategy thai should b~ built around solutions based on the competitive functioning of 
morut.r.  This implies in particulti, emphasis on mar/cet-related instruments of  environment policy." 
The Council conf11'1Jled and reinfo~  these conclusions in its Resolutions of 3 December 1992 and 
its Conclusions of 4 May 1993. 
1
Some of these  arguments have been taken further  in  the  White 
P&pei-• 
. ")·,·.  ·~·  .  . 
, :  Mk~e ~ 2  ~of .dae Treaty  streaes t)w the  completion of the Internal  Market will  be  an  important 
. ·  rileai1i ' iO~~ielclfsUStiinable and  ~n--inflationary growth respecting the environment.  In  return,  a 
· '''·'  · -;.  ...  _  · · · tDI'iainahle growtli is vital  for the long-term success of the Internal  Market.  The 
Stt~lf.eipcf •~~n · · Dl ·me  for the Internal Market, which the Commission adopted at the end of 1993, 
- Cot  enhancing  ~  coherence  between the Internal  Market  and  environmental 
. .  T .  ~~-;~~~~~~)  ~~  .  ··J·  • • 
........  -;_ ·-r•"" iili\l·ifi~;--lllW~!ItiJJa co~defable resources in investigating the interface betv.·een industry 
study on the impact and effectiveness of the Internal  Market 
the impact of  the measures adopted for the Internal Market on 
--~  . de'Yelopment will be studied. 
: • .. ·.  . ,  ... G 
In  addition,  in  1993,  studi~ were  started  directly  or indirec.dy  liming at  integrfiLic:•  (st•cL  ~-. 
feasibility  study  on  statistics on  eco-indwrtric;;  and  ceo-products,  oo  new  det,n  r-:··.d  lo'v  ·~··.  :, 
products and on economic evatufttion of  environmentaJ prott:ction measures. Result> of these; stn· i .. : 
are  expected  in  mid  1994.  Other studies  on  the  development by  industry  of prod'iCt  life  eye:· 
analysis, and on sustainable u~  of raw  m?.teri~Js are due to be launched in  1994,  l.o:~•~ lhcr  V·  .. 
round of interviews  with  industry on  lhe  impact and  integration of environmen'.z.j  meas~:r, 
enterprise strategies.  · 
Smnll and Medium Sized Enterprbel (SM ~: ';:) 
In  relation to small and  medium enterprises (st.:.E's)  deveioprn ~ nts in policy reoricn;:;::  )il  h1\ c · 
very modest and r.eed to be enhanced. The mes~age of the pott::ntially positive role of  (::~ vironm r::: 
protection has just started filtering through in recent policy documents aJmf:d  ai  ;;nrJY,rting s;-.c.;  .: 
It  is  necessary  to  provide  direct  practical  a..'><;! .>tance  eg.  in  respect  of  th~  provisi ur,  c)f  -.- ,  .. · · 
COnsultancy  services, training programmes,  and  financial  incentives or assistance ck  This sh  .!:',: 
be directed to help SMEs realize their potential \-vi thin highly CA1mpetit.Jve  mark et~ sc; the·/  ~.--M I  -::x;  '  ·:  ~ 
their high level of flexibility,  innovation, and adaptability,  which could  leaci to  th<  cpFninF, u  ' 
entirely new ;narkets or to new methods in  existing markets 
Within the context of an integrated Programme in favour of  SlvrEs and the Cra.ft S(-"(:.tcr c( r.-1ay  i ,-
the Commission is currently working on ideas for creating new jobs particularly in rtrc ts  nor st..· 
exploited such  as services for the protection of the environment 
Under the Community Structural Funds Programme for  1994 to 1999, provision has been made  ', 
a  special  Community  Initiative for  SMEs  of 1 billion  ECU.  It  is up  to  tv! ember  St.:,t :-:;  to  ~u i-.  ,· 
operational  programmes  or  applications  for  globcJ  grants.  Witllin  the  seven  priority  areas  fc·: 
increasing the competitiveness of SMEs and  their international involvement v.ith the  aim  to  SIIPr'cY' 
environment related activities, including the development of clca;l technologies and clean p; oduct:  :·~.·, 
In  recent yean, there has been .  an increasing and  systematic involvement of,  and  i.!i  JfUC  \'.<: · 
indusuy crpnisations and othef: interest groups i:-t  the deveJopY:<:nt o[ the Commissicn'.·  ! : gJ~d:';; 
propoll11 ia tbe eavironment ~or.  A  reguiE~ r dialogue has bf -:;1  instituted between  ~·F- E,uropc, 
iDdulby federation UNICB and thr Commission. In November 1992, the British Prc:Sidenc:l organi ~;::,; 
wida the Cammiaion, a major Conference on European Business and the Environmeni, the Futw  ~ 
tbit c:ioafenmce hiJblishted  eXperiences  in  oppcrtunities,  financial  challenges and  vlher  i :,~uc.:·. 
related to buliaeaand environment With the support of the  Commission, the  Europ::;:n Partnc  > 
for 1be Bavironmeot wu create4 in 1994 to provide a platform for industry and  NGO's to meet ar1d 
diJCUD pollible ways to move towards sustainable development, in particular through training and 
information  initi~ves.  ·  · 
'. 
. ....  ' 7 
Research is being conducted for th~ ~. Commission on how to include environmental information in 
company accounts. European acco~ting  organisations are closely involved. The Commission plans 
to put forward a proposal on the di~losure of  environmental issues in company accounts in  1995, 
based on consultations with Member States, industry and professional organisations. 
The potential role of financial servi.fes in achieving sustainable growth is also being explored. 
J 
Decisions regarding measures to redhce risks associated with industrial installations, chemicals and 
biotechnology, should be made on ar;sound and scientific basis. Industrial organisations have taken 
a leading role in promoting data collection on existing chemicals. Significant progress has also been 
recently made in the development 'bf a  consensus on the  methodologies for  risk assessment,  in 
particular on chemicals. To develop and maintain such a consensus, a close cooperation between all 
interest groups is necessary.  1 
l 
Another interesting example of  shared responsibility and partnership with industry, is the"  Auto-Oil" 
research programme, a joint collaboration between the European automobile and petroleum industries 
and the Commission (see also the Chapter on Transport). 
~~ 
( 
Both the Fifth Programme and the sbtegic Programme for the Internal Market acknowledge that 
many environment81 issues cim best ~  tackled by an interplay between the main economic actors, 
not only through legislation but also by using an extended and integrated mix of  other instruments 
(such 8s standards and/or certificatiop systems, voluntary schemes or economic instruments). 
The Commission bas issued several Communications on standardization over the last 3 years, and 
a  formal consultation paper on envl,ronmental  standardization  in  1993.  In June  1993,  a  major 
conf erence on environmental standar4ization w8s organize<L bringing together all interested parties 
to d.iScuSs a common strategy. Worlcing groups within the European Committee for Standardization 
(CEN) and tbe European Committee  fo~  Electro-technical Standardization (CENELEC) are studying the 
possible -integradon  of  standardiza~on  addressing  environmental  parameters  (such  as  noise, 
mechanical 'Vibration,  characterisation of waste, water analysis, air quality, etc.),  in an approach 
.  considerins'.the environment as a  wh~le rather than as a number of isolated phenomena. 
...  ·''  ...  '·' ..  ···, ...  '·  .  1:  . 
COmmittee  has  been  set  up  in CENICENELEC  and  has  been 
tl~~~!~: . :~~~ · of 1~3. Examples of ongoing  work  in  this  field  include  the 
,IIIIOdlrdS in.the area of packaging and  packaging waste, environmental 
integratio,p  of environmental  aspects·  in  product  standards  and  the 
·  ·  methods for a number of poUutants including dioxins, S02, 
••• ·'~Ubstaaee$ ' discharged into water. 
"" ; . .  ~.:  .'  '~r  ~ . 
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The  Commission  is  examining  ~he  possible  role  of voluntary  agreements  at  EC  level  in  the 
environment field. 1be establisbm~nt '"'fa Community framework.ior those agreements is currently 
under discussion. The Commi~on  will continue and support dialogue with industry on this matter 
as it did on alkaline batteries, deter3ents and the phasing out of  the use of  a:c's by certain industrial 
sectors. In the course of  1994, ~e  Commission will consider making specific proposals for voluntary 
agreements related to specific products or industrial  sector~. 
Environment has become one major concern of enterprise quality policy. Within the framework of 
the  European  Quality  Policy  under  development  by  the  Commission,  the  protectio,,  of the 
environment is playing an important role during all of the phases of the product life cycle  a_'1d  in 
terms of integrating  the  different elements  relating  to  environmental  management  systems  into 
enterprise quality management. 1 
Changing Attitudes and Patterns of Consumption and Production 
At EC  leve~ a number of initiatives have been !aunched to stimulate changes in consumption and 
production. The Commission proposed a Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
(IPPC)  which constitutes a  q~itative step towards a  more rational  control of industrial  pollutior. 
through  the  application  of Best  Available  Technologies  (BAT).  IPPC  will  enhance  the  active 
participation of all parties and  improve the coordination between competent licensing authorities. 
Fifteen notes containing the descriptions of existing BAT,  the performances achieved  in  terms of 
emission abatement and the cost associated, have already been produced. The notes are not legally 
binding and serve only as information for Member States and industry. The Proposal for a Directive 
on Packaging and Packaging Wa#e aims at a considerable reduction in the use of  packaging material 
and seuing targets for its recyctiN and re-use. 
In oollaboratioo with industry and OECD, preparatory work is under way with a view to establishing 
ali EC pollution emissions register which could cover the most important pollutants emitted to  air 
·and water,·  &om major sources and source categories, and could be  complemented  by  voluntary 
agreements with selected industrial partners, aiming at emission reductions. 
I. 
In  the area of  waste, cooperation With industry and other partners is continuil13 on the Priority \Vaste 
Stream~  which includes projects aiming at finding ways, on a voluntary basis,  to  prevent 
WISft; to opdmfze its re-use and recycling through better design of the product, and to minimize and 
optii&f' : :~  ,disposal • 
.  ;:~~;~~1;;~~-x( . .. •  .. 
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Companies need to integrate environmental protection in their management, in order to  raise  the 
quality of their products and production. In this context compan]es, in particular SMEs,  are being 
en<"()uraged to make use of the eco-audit and eco-label schemes. In 1994, au analysis wiJl  be made 
or. the environmental impact of  eco-label and the competitiveness of  eco-label led products outside 
the Community. 
Application and enforcement 
The maintenance of safety and '!nvironment standards in Member States needs to  be  reinforced.  In 
this context, and in the post-1992 phase of the Internal Market, much attention is  being given to  the 
improvement of administrative cooperation between national enforcement authorities, and  betwf'en 
them  and  the  Commission,  by  the  means  of an  adequate  communication  and  data  exchan~e 
infrastructure. Such a system will provide a pragmatic. non bureaucratic approach. and  thus offers 
the best chance for  products anq services in  circulation in  the  Commu:1ity to  respect the  rules  in 
force,  whether these are  harmonized  at Community  level  or governed  by  mutua!  recognition  of 
national rules. Any deviations from these rules will be quickly followed -up by cooperation between 
administrations.  On  16  June  1994  the Council  gave  its  support  to  this  approach  hy  adop(itlg  a 
Resolution on administrative cooperation. 
In the area of  chemical control, the Commission is encourag.ng a strengthening of the links between 
the-customs and the control authorities responsible for chemicals' legislatic,n.  Furthermore, annual 
programmes for  coordinated control  actions across  the  EC,  have  been  planned  and  executeJ.  A 
common guidance document for inspectors conducting control actions has also been developed <lnd 
&pproved by the Commission, in collaboration with the competent national  authorities. 
International dimension 
In its Communication on lndustrial Competitiveness and Protection of  the Environment in November 
1~  the Commission stressed that Community international action should be based on a qualitative 
improvement  c•f  environrnental ,.and  ind,JStrial  policies,  a  constructive  exchange  with  industry 
(partnership) to  improve the  effectiveness of environment  policy,  and  the  preservation  of the 
integrity of  the Internal Market while promoting the protection of the environment at  high level. 
lj' 
!' 
The ability of  Community industry in open and competitive markets, and the achievement of a high, 
balanced, and in the longer tenn, env!:onmentally sustainable degree of  development, depend on the 
successful integration of  industrial competitiveness and protection of  the environment. Gecnany and 
.181'-l :m~pnec.t  competitive adVantage from the early adoption of severe regulatory requirements~ 
~• ,,a.._w;J.-if: feccl .  ·~ ·  ;n .  itioa by their:  industries of  the potential in ftrst mover advantage. This has also 
--~-~~~~ ;~.-.e:r in the White' Paper. ;,  I  Mt.•~~--. ~· · ·· · IW-,.rif  ' IPi( ' <i~N·..,. ·· "-"""·.tL·""~~  . .. "'  - ·~ " ;- ,r;~." o: :;.u7."~77 -"'::m: :·""'1''1' · ~**AI14•1 ...  'lJi t t:z. ?~:.  v  v.~- .? ·  ~ 
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Cgnclusion 
In spite of the recession, sqme encouraging progress ha$  l>P-en  made towards achievir.g the  aims of 
the Fifth Programme, in particular in relation to the larger companies competing in  international 
markets. 
In more domesti~ly oriented firms and in SME's,  progress is very slow. Companies still seem to 
be in a reactjve mode  .. As the White Paper indicates, SME's seem to have created the most jobs over 
the  last  decade,  and  will  have  the  best  potential  in  the  future.  The  White  Paper  mentions  the 
employment potential of  the environment sector, and the competitive aspects of applying highly cost-
effective and cleaner technology. 
In aggregate, SMES also ca~  their share of pollution and waste. Consequently, SME's neeri  to apply 
the same environmental standards and requirements as other parts of industry but disproportionate 
and burdensome administrative financial or legal constraints, need to  be avoided. 
As many SME's depend on demand created either by changing preferences of  consumers, or by large 
fums, which will be obliged ,to tighten up their processes or will voluntarily want to  meet certain 
stan<W'ds (such as eco-label and eco-audit),  they will  have to follow their larger partners if they 
want to stay in business. 
The use of  voluntary.agreeme.nts and  ot~er fonns of  self regulation has not yet become \l,·idespread. 
Tills is particularly true of the more legislative oriented Southern European countries. 
*** 
IV.  ENERGY 
Introduction 
Both at European  Communi~ and Member State  levels,  energy  was  among  the  first  economic 
sectors to integrate environmental considerations.  This was partly due to  the  energy  crises  which 
roade  policy-makers  aware  that  solutioll5  to  energy  and  environment  problems  lay  in  energy 
efficiency measures. 
The Commission had already tAken some important steps in integrating the environment into energy 
policy before the Fifth Programme (eg. the 1988 Large Combustion Installation Directive). In  1990, 
a defiDing Jandmlrk decision Was agreed by the joint Energy and Environment Council, aiming to  ·  ~ · -·stabiliz8tion of  EC  co~ . emissions by the year 2000 at 1990 levds. 
.  ,.  . 
.. - Iii ~ew -of .the achievements so.,far, the question is what progress has been made in the last eighteen 
·  ..  ·mOnths:  and to what extent policy-makers have ensured that economic growth, efficient and  secure 
-\  :~.~  and a clean environment have gone hand-in-hand. 
:-) ~ -:  .- !.  : ~:-.'.' '.: < ~ - ~  ..  ~-- ,.  '' 
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De latgntion of Epyironmeggl Copideratjops iato tbe Eoem Sector 
SAVE 
II 
1be SAVE ~  launchcd'i'in  1991, has two aims. The first is to contribute to stabilizing co
2 
emissions;  tbc  second  to  attaia  the  1986  energy  policy  objective  of 200/o  energy  efficiency 
improvement up unti11995. Progress in achieving both aims has been modest. 
Initially  12 directives  were  fo~  So  far  only  three  have  been  adopted  (energy  efficiency 
requirements for new hot water ~ilers, labelling of major household appliances which are relevant 
to the internal market; moreovedqan omnibus Directive grouping various other C02 reducing energy 
efficiency measures was adopted. in 1993). Directives on efficiency for  freezers and refrigerators, 
on cars to  limit~ are under Pfeparation as well as a  Directive concerning the introduction of 
rational planning teclmiques (in~  resource planning) in the utility sector. A further Directive 
on co-gcoeration is under consideration. 
Tbe omnibus Directive mentioJ1td above bas  given Member States a  high degree of flexibility  in 
choosing~  abatement actions: fio  the fields of: 
energy certification of buil4ing5y 
the billing of heating. air <k>nditioning and hot water costs based  on actual consumption. 
third party fmancing for energy efficiency in the public sector, 
thennal insulation of new buildings, 
regular inspection of new boilers, 
and energy audits of undertakings with high energy consumption. 
Such flexibility, however,~  the estimation of  the C02 abatement effects highly uncertain. Only 
SO% of  SAVE's aim of improvintenergy efficiency by 200~ between 1986 and  1995 is expected to 
be achieved.  Moreover, a  substU~tial part of the  improvement of some  100/o  had  already  been 
acbiew:d before 1990. The obj~ve  of  impro~  energy efficiency becomes more challenging in 
a climate of  persislendy low energy prices. This makes the need for continuing vigorous action by 
SAVE. iDcludiaa support to pilot projects and information networks, clear. 
ALTENER 
i.' 
ThiS  proa~••wae was formally  idopled Ql. September 1993. Its goal  is to en<;Ourage  the  market 
pc:aiJMaaciaa ~aeacwble  eaeru·.'IOUI'CeS and to considerably reduce C02 emissions.  It has  already 
·~ed  ..W..dt far biodielel  .. ad  given support to projcdS. However, its medium-term impact 
·  • Qpictid to·  ...  modest, givaa : its limited resources: a budget of 40 million EOJ over a  five year 
~· ~.  because of  dMt lona lead time involved in the market pe!letration of new energy 
~ -IDalt of  ALTENEJt's  effects are expected to materialize only after the  year 2000. 
·  ..  ~~,:- ~·:':.  '~·1 1' '. 
·!IJII ·~ ~ . · ·  btbe cUrreat f.C poject for demoastrating and disseminating cleaner and 
llMifGIII•ia order to &cilitate their widesprad market penetration. The aim is that 
~~~~-~~ ~ . tJa ·  ~e~~• of  aew teclmolOI)' can be reaped to tbe largest possible extent 
.;  ' - -----------....----........  Ciilil.iW:~~~  .............  ;t  •••• 
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The investment in cleaner and mo~e  efficient energy technology, triggered by THERMIE  for example 
or by similar national  programm~ is a prerequisite for meeting 'ongoing '!nergy services demand 
(light,  heat,  motion,  communi~on) with  less  primary energy  requirements  and environmer.tal 
impact.  ,~ 
The duplication of successfully 4emonstrated  projects and  measures  to  encourage their  market 
penetration require  several  years~1 This  is  particularly  true  of measures  geared  at  technology 
improvements that include the R&D activities of  the JOULE programme. However because of  the long 
lifetime of energy equipment, the$e effects persist for many years. 
Energy Planning 
i{ 
h 
:~· 
Under the scheme setting up the ilEnergy  Planning projects (1993), environmental  issues heavily 
influence the rrocess of selecting ~d  accepting projects. A fundamental goal of local and regional 
projects undeaaken in the context1 bf Energy Planning is to protect the environment by developing 
energy management, improving  ~nergy efficiency, and  by providing alternate energy production 
options. It is thus making a subsu#ltial contribution towards reducing the environmental impact of 
the various pollutants related to  e ~fe rgy use. 
Climate Change 
The negotiation and ratificat;ion  ptocess of the  Climate Change Convention has  triggered  several 
processes  of  integration  of  environment,  energy,  industry  and  economic  policies,  shared 
responsibility and partnership, at  ~11 decision-making levels in  the Community,  the  broadening of 
the range of instruments (carbon/~Qergy tax) and intense rounds of international  nego(iations. 
The climate change issue - at the  ~~eart of the energy and environment interface - is  an important 
illustration of how a  complex  set  of international  problems can  nurture  the  integration  of the 
environment into several other sec~ors at once, an exceptional level of coordination between those 
5e(.tors at regional, national and ~ ~;levels, unprecedented public and international awareness and a 
debate on global environmental i~e. 
!  ~ 
:! 
Brtad•lg the Rapu of lnstru.aeny 
·i; 
.  ·:i 
Scleatiflc Research and TecbnoiOgtcal Development 
'· 
Subsaotial efforts are being made m  the field of  energy technologies, ranging from relevant research 
and tedmoloaical development;~  t&e EC's Jrd Framework Programme (JOULE II  Specific programme 
on Noo-Nuclear Ene~Jies) and the.J4th  Framework Programme (FP4) (more than  2300 million ECU 
for :  ·  ·  · related  issues,  includi,ng UD and  Demonstration  for  Clean  and  Efficient  Energy 
.  ··to the 11\~.  ~e.  Its objective is to  move energy technology  from  the 
~~~~9~ ·  ~ -~ · ~~  ICip  to !~  application. This involves the distribution of results 
IDd efticieat technology. 
•  :·1 
'i\ 
, ',  1~  .  .  '• JJ 
Recently the programme has been oriented towards projects with a direct impact on co2 emissions; 
more generally, environmental concern, in particular C02  emissio~, has been identified as the main 
driving force of the next ROT  energy activity in the 4th Framework Programme. 
Economic Instruments 
A  most  important  element  in  ahy  integration  strategy  is  the  internali?..ation  of external  costs. 
Amongst  others,  taxes  are  instrumental  to  this.  To  create  market-based  incentives  for 
environmentally  friendly  economic  behaviour,  the  Commission  foresees  to  increase  recourse  to 
economic and fiscal  instruments. Ideally, energy consumption, in both the commercial and private 
sectors, should be  based on full  C?st  energy prices without subsidies. 
The energy/co2  tax  proposed  bY,  the  Commission  in  May  1992  represents  a  first  step  in  this 
direction. The objective of the tax is  to  stimulate a more efficient use of energy and  to  contribute 
in switching to fuels containing le~  or no Carbon. Such an instrument would have several additional 
"no-regrets" benefits such as the ~uction of other pollutants, the improvement of energy security 
due to the conservation of energy''and the achievement of overall technical  progress.  Only limited 
progress has  been made towards ~  agreement on the proposal. 
.,,,·  . 
Oi~  · ibe · existence of market irhperfections,  which in  the case of encrg)  includes  the  lack  of 
·  ...  · ·  'iaformation for the consumer and institutional obstacles to  financing cost effective energy 
.-t: ifJk:iaiC)'Iiaeasmes, the Comfuunity has implemented several non-fiscal measures that neutralise 
-~~ -~~~~rti.<aai  iDd thereby reinforce the effectiveness of fiscal  measures.  For example, even 
m·•~-lciiilalel'll)' .tax were fully in place, its impact would be  reduced by the  failure of price 
:"~~~~~~=:~IIS&Imc:r  .•  Nori-fiscal measures in the SAVE Directive - such as energy efficiency 
")  appliances allowing the consumer to identify energy efficient products - can 
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Integrated l'eSOUI'Ce planning in the electricity and gas distribution sectors, particularly demand si de 
management,  constitutes  another  important means  for  improving  energy  efficiency,  because  it 
ensures distribution utilities g.n a return from their energy efficiency activities and encourages them 
to further embrace their role.Fas energy service  suppliers rather than  being simply  "commodity" 
traders.  The current  draft  Commission  proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  to  introduce  rational 
planning techniques in the el~city and gas distribution sectors is designed to  bring about such 
a development. 
Public Information and Ed-.cation 
SAVE has set up an  informati'~ ~ >n exchange network on  energy  efficiency  aimed  at  all  the  levels of 
the EC, the goal being that all: EC  citizens will  ultimately be aware that energy  efficiency  not  onl y 
saves money  but brings benefi·ts to the environment. 
ALTENER is also establishing an information exchange this year and will  launch a major information 
programme stressing the benefits of greater levels of renewable energy in the EC's energy mix  and 
the resulting environmental benefits, especially in terms of C02 emission-levels. 
TiiERMIH also disseminates information through documentation, the organisation of  forums, seminars, 
workshops and training programmes.  The majority of these activities are  carried  out  through  the 
Community's network of Organisations ror the Promotion of Energy Technology (orET). 
Sbaml BapoujbQjty aad - artpenhip 
The revised  SAVE  programme,  adopted  in  the  context  of the  C0 2  Stratet,ry  leaves  a  signi fi cant 
number of important  energy  efficiency  actions  to  the  Member  States  under  the  principle  of 
subsidiarity.  It is expected tljiat  Member States  will  act  according  to  the  joint objectives  of CJJ2 
emission stabilisation and en~gy  efficiency. The programme also promotes a series of pilot actions 
to help Member States  cstabli~ better energy efficiency infrastructures. Five areas of possible action 
are: education and training, integrated resource planning, third-party financing,  combined heat  and 
power, and monitoring and targeting. 
The ALTENER propammc aims to support Member States' policies in the field of renewable energy 
~.  It  1Upp0111 their initiatives for creating or extending infrastructures for  renewable energy 
IOUI'ca by providing poaibil.,tiea for EC  contribution in  various related areas (such  as cquiprncrd 
.ofaeworexilai11Jbuildinp with photovohaic modules, "guarantee of  solar energy results, " biofuc!s, 
· · ·.:  .. ~  fi""'Ciaa. local  ~opment  plans, feasibility studies,  etc.). 
..  ...  t ,'"'  • 
·  · ia bwolved _ in developing voluntary agreements with manufacturers on appliances 
·  pros111111ne on enersY efficiency in computer equipment. It is currently 
Barel4mic(from the private leCtOr) to find cost-effective ways to limit electricity-
:pl  eanialau through · the evaluation of supply and demand side options 15 
Simultaneously, the Commission is fostering a dialogue with other energy industries on energy and 
environmen~  matters in general and more specifically on finding_practical and cost-effective wavs 
of achieving objectives at th~[ienergy/environment interface.  -
Another example of partnership is  the monitoring mechanism of C02  and other greenhouse  gas 
emissions set up by Council Decision 93/389/EEc  in June  1993.  The mechanism  is  designed- to 
monitor the  implementation plans and  programmes of Member  States  and  involves  an  annual 
assessment of measures taken:,  and of their likely impact on C02 emission levels in  the year 2000. 
A  monitoring committee was set up with the aim of further enhancing partnership. 
Changing attitudes and pat~~rns of consumption 
;':~ 
An implicit aim in many of SAVE,s  activities in information, education and training on eflicient 
energy use,  is to change user ibehaviour.· 
Specific examples that SAVE  ~upports are: 
professional training to  improve rational energy use  in  industry, construction and  transport; 
information on potential in  energy saving and  viability of the corresponding investment: 
proposals for energy certification of buildings; 
individual heat billing system in multi-residential buildings, based on heat metering; 
and the use of a standardised Community equipment label allowing comparative informatior1 
on energy consumption (with the labelling of domestic appliances as  a first  step). 
De appQgtion o( legislation and enforcement 
Ooc goal' of tbc  SAVE  progr$nme is to promote energy efficiency  legislation  that  will  remove 
.institutional aod administrative barriers to investment in energy efficiency and create standards for 
eoeru equipmeot. However, in view of  the 1993 SAVE  Directive (see above, "Integration" section) 
·:..'propelS in this field has beenL slow, and is.likely to remain so  . 
.  ) 
. De iatergatioul dimension of the Fifth Environment Action Programme 
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Improving Energy Eflicien ~cy and the Use of Renewable Energy 
Two driving forces are ~ing  EC  action to  improve energy efficiency and promote  renewa  b! c 
energy  use  worldwide:  rhe  Jx>tential  offered  by  improving  energy  efficiency  to  reduce  energy 
consumption growth (from 1990's 9 billion toe to 13, instead of 20 billion toe by 2050, according 
to recent UN  estimates), and1 ; the fact  that  countries outside the  EC  will account for  most of this 
growth.  In this respect,  important initiatives have  been  taken  in  Central  and  Eastern  European 
countries ( CEECs) and in  the ~ former Soviet Union. 
Since 1992, the llfERMIE programme is using its OPETs (Organizations for the Promotion of Energy 
Technology) to  set up  EC  Energy Centrt:s  in  the  CEECS  with  the  aims of stimulating the  market 
penetration of  energy efficien1 technologies, of providing a permanent presence of European energy 
technology expens and of helping in the creation of effective national energy infrastructures. 
The TAOS  programme has  extended these Centres to  the  Republics of the  former  Soviet Union. 
Recent actions include energy:audits in vazious industrial branches (aluminium, steel, cement, paper), 
energy metering workshops in St.  Petersburg, Moscow and .Minsk and  an  extensive energy savi:1g 
campaign in Hungary. 
The  Community's  ongoing  SYNERGY  Programme  provides  assistance  to  developing  countncs 
organisations, planning and iJt,lplementation actions in the field of energy policy. Not only does this 
form of cooperation provide for effective decision making which  can  improve the  generally  low 
efficiency rates in energy systems, but by  doing  so  negative  impacts on  the  environment  v.ril l be 
decreased.  r.? 
Conclusions 
The integration of environm¢ntal protection requirements into  energy  policy  is  being  pursued  in 
various fields. Important synd.gies between energy and environmental goals can be exploited in areas 
such is  maximising the potential cost effective improvements in energy efficiency, which helps both 
the  environment and European  competitiveness.  Moreover,  diversification  towards  new  energy 
· sources with low environmental impact such as renewables can improve both energy security and 
tbe  environmenL  And  the  development,  demonstration  and  promotion  of clean  and  efficient 
teclmology brings at the same time energy and environmental benefits. 
1be Community's Climate qwtge policy relies to a large extent on adequate response strategies in 
the eaergy sector. In this respect, the Decision of 1990 to stabilise  C02 emissions marks a high point 
as well  as a  very significant step towards integrating  environmental  considerations  into  energy 
policy. Subsequent action is fpcused on the energy sector and a great deal of co2 abatement action 
is to be implemented through' energy policies. Higher consumer prices for  fuels might support the 
various  specific  actions  and  could,  by  themselves,  contribute  towards  a  redu~tion of energy 
c:oosumption thereby lowerint C02 emissions. 
.  The ecbieYaDeDt of  sustainable energy development that reconciles economic growth, efficient and 
:  ;~ .ecG.eJilppliel..t  a clean edvironment is cballenging espe:ially in a situation with abundant fossil 
i,-;·· .  .  ·;.·  .  '  · It  low eosts.  :~  Presi&ent  Delors  said  in  1993,  in  his  speech  at  the  November 
,\ ~·'\GODI_BOC,  ·1:-cN•II a £uroP,ean Model of Stastainable  Developmen~ "we  are living in a reverse 
~iiiJOI~-Iadr. ·~. TJM;,real cost of petrol today is much lower than in 1980. 
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This explains why efforts to impfove energy efficiency across Europe have  decrease<~. It  requires 
a strong political will to move towards sustainability by searching for cost effective and balanced 
solutions for integrating the  envir~nment  at the Community, Member States and regional/local levels. 
~  ·~· 
,.  •  •• 
V.  TRANSPORT 
Introduction 
The integration of  environmentali·.considerations into transport policy has proved difficult In  1992, 
two C·Jmmission documents drew attention to the growing recognition that the environment needed 
to be  an integral part of transport  policies. The Green Paper on the Impact of Transport on the 
Environment, proposed a strategy for sustainable mobility, and later in  the year, the White Paper 
on the Future Development of~  Common Transport Policy defmed environmental sustainability 
as one of the fundamental objectives of the Community's transport policy. 
~ 
The Intgration of Eovironmeq_ tal Considerations into the Transport Sector 
The Fifth Programme sets out the areas where progress  is  needed  to  make transport  sustainable: 
infrastructures, fuels and vehicles, and user behaviour.  User  behaviour will  be dealt  with in  the 
section "Changing Attitudes and[fattcms of Consumption and Production" below. 
li' 
~ 
Infrastructures 
A  priority of the  Common T~rt  Policy  is  the  creation of a  Trans-European  Network  for 
Transport (high-speed and conventional rail, roads, combined transport, inland waterways, ports and 
airports). The TEN  will shape the ·European transport system far into the next century. It  is crucial 
that its development follows susta  .. nable mobility conditions. Unfortunately, progress in this direction 
has been piecemeal and slow. 
The  Commission's proposal of ~ch  1994,  on Community  guidelines for  a  multi-modal  TEN, 
provides for the gradual integrati9!l of the different modal and national transport networks into one 
multi moda1 TEN  by the year 201b. The implementation uf the guidelines will be  assessed by the 
Comnri,;,. •the  latest after five years, in the light of  the objectives set out in the proposal. These 
iDclUde tbe COIIIributioa to the COmmunity's environmental objectives.  Already, the reduction of 
aivinJamndl1 impecb for TEN ~  is seen as a priority. 
P.iwJmeuiwdiJ caacems must play an essential role in work on the TEN. 1be Commission's proposal 
OD ~  .•  lliddiaes for •  multi-modal TEN contains a commitment to undertake a strategic 
·eOvfroi 'inKi~IMI U.: •v•ICftl.  Al~Jb  a study of  the environmental effects of the High Speed Train 
aetWwt·  ._already been carried'  out, a satisfactory methodology for a meaningful environmental 
ioipiet·  ....  e  •wit .of a slrategic [programme like the  multi-modal TEN  programme has  yet to  be 
' · ~-.;,~  il  heiDi carried out With the aim of finding a practical and satisfactory approach. The 
reiRjli  -~ .tucb iln  ••wrt, tog~  with a socio-economic assessment will be part of the basis of 
~ ;: .....  cWeat proposals.  ' 
.  ·.  ::i: ·W,.·J···~· ·,  .,  . 18 
Fuels and Vehida 
For over 20 years, the Communi" has regulated emissions from road vehicles. Standards have been 
gradually strengthened and will oonsiderably reduce air pollution from cars and lorries over the next 
few years. The most recent step was taken by Directive 94112/EEC, adopted in  I 994, containing new 
emission limit values for passenger cars, applicable in  I 996/1997. Directive 93/59/EEC  has already 
tightened the emission regulations for light commercial vehicles with effect from  1993/1994. 
With a view to further emission r~ductions for and beyond the year 2000, Directive 94/12/EEC marks 
a new "multi-faceted approach" and  is  based on  the following elements and  measures: 
r 
measures shall  be  designed  to  produce  effects  to  meet  the  requirements of EC  air  quality 
criteria and related  objecti yes~ 
an assessment of  the cost effectiveness of taking each measure shall be undertaken, taking into 
full  account of the contributivns made,  inter alia,  by  traffic  management,  enhanced  public 
transport, new propulsion technologies, and the use of alternative fuels- measures will  include 
further improvement in  th ~ requirements of the  car emission  directive and  complementary 
technical  measures in  the :fr&mework  of specific Directives  for  the  fuel  quali.ty  and  in-use 
vehicle inspection and maintenance. 
1'- • 
The Commission has initiated a number of actions aimed at preparing a proposal according to this 
multi-faceted approach. The tripartite European Auto/Oil Programme, involving the automobile and 
petroleum industries, is undertaki:ng a test programme aiming at determining the most cost/effective 
combination of improved fuel  and vehicle technologies to reach air quality objectives. 
Air quality modelling is being carried out to give an indication of the effect of various technical and 
non-technical measures - including traffic management and  pricing instruments,  public transport. 
new fuels and propulsion system's - on future air quality.  A cost-effectiveness analysis of all  these 
measures will help identify the main elements of future legislative proposah. 
Progress has been absent concerning  C02  emissions from  motor vehicles. The Council  committed 
itself, in Directive 911441/EEC,  to decide on  measures before the end  of 1992 and  there  has  been 
preparatory work for over two y~rs (such as Commission Directive 93/ 116/EEC  on  Co 2  emissions 
and-·fuel consumption of motor ~-ehicles) .  One of the main  problems here is  that many sectors are 
directly involved - taxation and fiscal  policy, transport,  industry and environment - each  with  its 
own interests, divergent from, and sometimes difficult to reconcile with, that of others. Despite this 
there is brold aareement that a fiscal  approach is the preferred route. The Commission•s working 
proanmme for  1994 includes & (iproposal  on the harmonisation of the structure of car  circulation 
taxes and this will incorporate el~ents  relating to C02 emissions. 
•  I  J  '  '.  i! 
~  I  '  '  ~  •  '  '  ~ '  '  "' ,  ,  ),! i 
.. Di~ve  9J.I6h!Bt; requires loni~  (85 km/h), buses and coaches ( 100 km/h) to be fitted with speed 
·.  ··  iii Part retroactively. It i~ estimated that this directive will not only improve safety, but will 
::: ~ :allld,~u* ·  coilsumptioni  (by at least 5%), noise and vibration. 
~ ~~~=~ ·"' Community  lqislation on  roadworthiness  tests,  Directive  93/5 5/EEC  sets 
jl  ,ad critaia~ for emission tests  on all  vehicles.  Given  that  a  large  share  of 
;JtiliiJjiJII 1*-•l .·bJ' a small number ofbadJy maintained vehicles, this directive is likely to have 
: ;!~~---~!~~~L .Jhe  Commi.-ion is financing a major research contract to look into possibilities 
.1-'' """"" · ""''· ~.~iaions  fron( cars by ways of inspection and maintenance. Broadeging the Bagge of lnstrumegts 
Flaaocial Support Mechaois.., 
! 
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It is estimated that, up to the ~d  of this decade, some .300.000  million Ea.J  wiJI  be  invested  in 
transport infrastructure projects1 ,by the EC  and the Member States. This faces policy-makers with an 
important challenge:  how to  talce  advantage  of this  major  source of funding  to  decrease  the 
detrimental environmental impacts of planned transport infrastructures and to  invest in  sustainable 
mobility. 
Simultaneously, the Transport \l{hite Paper points out the enormous amount of investment required, 
in rail and combined transport, tp achieve an appreciable modal shift (.at will improve the efficiency 
of  the transport system and will lessen negative environmental impacts. More needs to be done, both 
at EC  and Member State levels,. to ensure that investments encourage these goals. 
The  revision  of the  Structunll  Ftmds  Regulations  will  ensure  the  integration,  indirectly  but 
nonetheless significantly, of  the . environment into transport policy, especially for the less-developed 
EC regions. Equally in the  new ~ Cohesion Fund Regulation (Ec N"  1164/94, adopted in  May  1994 ), 
transport infrastructure projects. have to  include environmental  costs and  be  compatible with  EC 
Environmental policy.  · 
The Economic Approach 
The absence of  an adequate level of internalization of  external costs (including environmental costs) 
in  transport  gives  wrong  price  indications.  This  creates  distortions  in  transport  markets  that 
espccially favour road and air transport. Inevitably, growth in transport demand ~ill exacerbate these 
problems. Although some progress has been reached in redressing these distortions, there has been 
DO breakthrough in the CO/energy tax proposal. 
The Transport White Paper emphasizes the need to internalize increasingly and more appropriately 
external costs (including envirop.nental costs). Council Directive 93/89/EEC.  on the annual tax and 
the·  charging of transport inf.cture costs to  lorries,  marks a  first  step  in  this direction.  The 
review of  Community legislatio9 on excise duties for mineral oil (Council Directive 92/82/EEC), due 
in  ~994, Will  take  environmet{tal  considerations  into  account  and  will  be  another  occasion  to 
...  ~.  ··"del'lllll costs. 
~¥~]~~~~~~~  ..  is parti~.  important in tackling co, emissions from transport. Transport 
DJl'JaiDOirtllllt C9;a contributor, and is expected to see most C02 emission increase -
........ ... ICCIIII'io - over the next 10 to 20 years.  Little has been achieved so far 
-·· ---- emisiioas.  fiom tr10sp0rt. The proposed CO/energy tax would only have 
price · or motor vehicle fuel  and thus on the general use of vehicles. 2{) 
The potential of  fiscal  incen~ves to promote environmental objectives has been demonstrated by the 
experience on car  emissio~ Various Member States have used 'fiscal incentives to promote the 
introduction of  cars that m~t  new Community standards before their mandatory application, and a 
Community Framework Directive (89/458/EEC)  was introduced for such fiscal incentive purposes. 
Similarly,  the  introduction > bf Wlleaded  petrol  has been greatly  helped  by fiscal  incentives,  and 
Directive 92/82/EEc  sets 1orr minimum rates tor excise duties on unleaded rather  than  leaded 
petrol.  ''\' 
Scientific Research and Technological Development 
A  range of initiatives to ~ ~ :promoted under the  4th EC  Framework Programme for  research and 
teclmological development ( 1994-1998) is  designee!  to  contribute to  achieve sustainability  in  the 
transport sector. In particul~ ,, the specific programme on transport will cover both strategic research 
to provide the basis for  dec~~ions for further development of the transport system, and research on 
transport technology.  Envir~nmental sustainability is a  key of the programme. 
In  additio~ there are  seve~ other  RDT  transport-related  activities  undertaken  in  other  specific 
programmes which also  haY,~ a strong environmental dimension: 
the Industrial and Material technology pr"grarnme will support technological development for 
transport means; 
tbe programme on Cl~  and  Efficient technologies will investigate energy applications for 
tlaosport, in particular-urban transport; 
tbe propamme on Telcmatics will explore telematic applications for transport  means and 
systems. 
I ,,. 
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Shared RemtDJil!llitv an+lartnenbio 
In the  field of urban ~rt,  the Commission promotes shared  responsibility  and  partncrshi p 
through  networks of Euro~  cities and regions.  These networks  include  the  OPET  network  on 
energy efficiency (nfERMIEr. ::[Programme), the CITELEC  network on electric vehicles and the  rou ~ 
network  on  telematics  ari  transport  management  (see  above  on  "Scientific  Research  ;1.nd 
Technological Developmen 'n  section). These networks help in the diffusion of new concepts and 
technologies that could  hel~ in  reducing the environmental impact of transport. 
I 
;:I 
I, 
At Community level, the  S~stainable Cities Project is an important element in  the  framework  for 
the cooperation between theitommission and local actors on urban environment problems, including 
transport. A Conference on Sustainable Cities, co-organized by the Commission, in Aalborg in May 
1994, resulted in the signatUre of  a Charter of  European Cities and Towns "Towards Sustainabi I  ity" 
by 80 cities from the whole. of Europe. 
In March 1994, the Commission sponsored the Car-Free Cities Conference in Amsterdam where 
the car-Free Cities Club was  launched.  This club is composed of some 40  cities across Europe, 
committed to reduce car u$. By working on common projects and exchanging experiences,  loc a~ 
authorities can learn togethf!r and from each other on how to achieve sustainable urban mobility. 
The "Auto-Oil" Programrndi mentioned above is another example of partnership. 
'tl 
1 1: 
" 
Some  important  measures1',:have  been  taken  in  maritime  transport  to  implement  and  enforce 
legislation.  On  the basis of the Communication  "A  Common  Policy  on  Safe  Seas",  an  action 
Commission-Member Statds  was  adopted  to  enhance  maritime  safety  and  the  protection of the 
marine environmenL It is ~ing  implemc:nted through various measures (eg. minimum requirements 
for vessels bound for or lea.ving Community ports and carrying dangerous or polluting substances, 
Commission proposals for  ~uncil Directives on common rules and standards for  ship inspections 
and survey organizations ~don  the minimum level of training for  maritime occupations, etc.) 
Changing Attitudes  · , 
Reducing car use  crucially depends on changing the attitudes of transport  users.  Both  ccon,:Jmic 
measures and the  Commission's actions promoting shared responsibility,  especially  in  the  urban 
traospxt field, are im~t  in this context. Progress in this field is slow and more action is needed 
·· The Community has to rei~ strongly on Member States and regional and local  authorities to  raise 
· · · · ~  aod implement splutions  . 
.  ~~~ ; ;'.·;:\· ~~:· ~)> ' '  . .  J  . lj 
Conclusion 
Progress towards sustainable transport has occurred in the mind of some policy-makers as they begin 
to perceive more clearly the need for integrating environment into the transport sector. Given growth 
trends  in  this  sector,  now is  th~ time  for  this  change of attitude  to  quickly  move  towards  the 
operational stage,  in  terms of a~tual integration  measures.  Despite  some  progress  in  integrating 
environment  in  the  decision-making  process  on  infrastructures,  much  more  needs  tu  be  done. 
Otherwise unsustainable growtll:in the transport sector, already a significant problem and concern 
today, will  become the key envitonmental issue tomorrow. 
l:. 
Transport growth has to be  reco~nized as an obstacle to  further economic development and a source 
of environmental  problems.  Thi:s  is  especially  true  for  C02  emissions  where  growth  trends  are 
particularly  difficult  to  tackJe. 
1 ,Solutions  need  to  be  based  on  cost-effective  measures  and  on 
reorientation of infrastructure planning. 
While initial steps have been taken, much more needs to be done in terms of internal  ising the social 
costs of transport,  reorienting  infrastructw"e  policy  towards  the  more  environmentally  friendly 
transport modes and promoting changes in transport behaviour. The considerable potential for further 
improvements in vehicles technOlogies and fuels should be fully exploited. At the same time, many 
of the changes required to achievb sustainable mobility will mean progress towards a more efficient 
transport system. 
At Member State level, there is .a growing awareness of the costs of further traffic gro\vth in terms 
of  congestion and environmenbd.:damages and of the impossibility  to extend  infrastructure to adapt 
to transport demand. 
Some  COlDltries  have  set  cond.ete  targets  to  I  imit  or  reduce  the  impact  of  transport  on  the 
environment. Others see the  ~ion  of their  transport infrastructure and  mobility  as  a crucial 
conditiOn for their economic de~~lopment and a necessary link  between their markets and those of 
tbe'iat  ofcbe Community. All, &wever, are confronted with the challenge to review their transport 
·~  and put in place plans for making transport more environmentally sustainable. 
.  ~  ,; . . .  .  ~  •,  ).,; 
•  ..t.· .. _,'·r_,_.•  .. ..  _, •.  ·  ·  1. 
ThlS~4Xit.ltietli DoW~  urg~t  materialisation, as predictions show that growth in the transport 
·~~~:£~t :~  rapid and ~  outstrip growth in the other five sectors of the Fifth  Programme. 
; . 1  a  Clcar.oeed to break the link between growth in transport and economic growth 
',~~energy  ~r  sometime ago. Only a change in attitude of both the transport 
't!Eral~=~·~= ·  'users carr bring this about. If trends are  allowed to  be  pursued unchecked' 
j  ~~~...- .~ 'tmSUStainable . 
•  •• 'f:' 
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VL  AGRICULTURE 
lntrocludjoa 
As  the Fifth Programme qiade clear,  the development of agricultural  policy,  based  on  reducing 
agricultural price support mechanisms and on accompanying  measur~  could prove beneficial if the 
interdependenct between th~ role of  the fanner, his land and the environment were to be taken fully 
into account  · 
The present situation  in agriculture  has  been  determined  by  the  1992  reform  of the  Common 
Agricultural Policy (CAP).  The reform carne before the Fifth Programme. Nevertheless, the concept 
of  integrating the environment into agricultural practices, already reflected in the 1988 Commission 
Communication that pavedi,.,the way for the reform, has been incorporated in the new CAP's  agri -
envirooment measures. However the t;<>re  of CAP,  i.e.  the Common Market Organisations remains 
to a large extent unchanged as regard'environmental provisions. This means that in ary future CAl' 
refonn, integration of  the eqvironment must start at the earliest planning stages, and affect the heart 
of Community agricultural  policy. 
lbc inteuatiop of coyiroDmentaJ considtration into a21::-icultural policy 
Common market orgaois  .. tioos (  CMO) 
i .~ 
~J;, 
Some progress has been  rri~e in  this key  area of CAP that represents the greatest  volume  of the 
European  Agricultural  Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund  (EAGGF)  expenditure  (97%).  Ways  c:f· 
developing a more eco-conditional approach are currently being studied within the Commission. i e. 
for environmental conditior)ality to be applied to payments by hectare within CM)s.  However, afte1 
the CAP reform, modifications in some CMO regulations have marked progress in  this direction. 
As far as cattle and  sheep :premiums are c6ncemed, the way has been opened  for Member State:, 
to take steps to protect the. ~vironment "if they consider it necessary". This phrasing could imply 
that different levels of protection are applied for comparable zones and would  r~~;J it  in di stortion 
.. of compecition.  Extensification of beef production may result now premium payments have  been 
. reduced from  3 Livestock Units (L.U.) per hectare of forage area to 2 L.U per ha for the fol lowing 
· yean ~  these are limits  on premia,  and  cannot  prevent  farmers  from  exceeding  actual 
.  ·  ...  , ttocki'll de:Diities u  originally proposed by  the Commission). Member States are also authorized 
..  :  _.>:\< ' ~.i· tO, ...Oct  pvvilioa ofdle beef  premium for farmers who do not comply with certain environmental 
:.  ~·. '-~~;:/~·.:·., -......  :  (Jeluilli  lmC ~  3611/93/). 
~ -··,  ·~; . ·.:.~(-::: ~ .  :·..  .  - 011  ;  ' 
.(;{~:~~  .. Aif~  apect of the:  CAP in relation to the market in  arable crops, is the  obligation  to  set 
·  ! :';~::L ·;  ;::_ .  ...,  ....  iadlelhort tenrl'to benefit from cereal and oil seed hectarage premiums. ln this context, 
:- .<iK':~t~~~ : .. eati:fOIIIDaltal  effects  are  also  expected  (as long  as  operations  are  monitored  by  th~ 
·  ;:~~~~_/· · ·  · ·  · ·  :~liea  in ~ber  States) from  tJM;  possibility to transfer set-aside obligations  to 
·  .·;:.-~: ·  leasitive areas (Regulation a3C N  213/94/). 
~·  I 
--~·CQ(IDC:il of December  1993  asked  the Commission "to  examine  the relationsJup 
_,_,.;.,~ ·;;..;.:.;.£  .... iJ. Ml tl$itM obligation and th£ areas withdrawn from production  wrth  ;: 
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In this respect. m  July 1994 the Cowteil took note "of  the Commission's intention to allow Member 
St.;.res  to  t:o11f1»11SQ/f ./flrrMn. frowt '1ttJiioltal  blldpts. for  tiN  Cost  of  cldditioMI  ~nvironmenta/ 
mr.c.nuu which uc.~d  ulstlng provAslom Wider Regulation N• 1765191 relating to price support 
mr.chanisms  for arab/1! crops.  Such ~  cunently under examination within the Commission, 
could  give  farmers  greater incentives to take  steps  to  protect the  environment  while  reducing 
production. 
With  respect to  markets that are to  qe  reformed - wine,  frui4  sugar and vegetables  - thorough 
inv~stigations are being carried out into the possibility of introducing environmental considerations. 
l\1oreover, the reform of  prices support': mechanisms already includes accompanying measures which 
closely integrate the environment (Regulation N. 2078/92, see below). 
As indicated above, the Commission has put forward a number of proposals which test the merits 
of cross compliance and of envirorunental incentives schemes. Member States have taken up these 
ideas to a very varying extent, but experience is nevertheless accumulating which will help in the 
development of these ideas and others, as offer-and-bid systems for the p1·ovision of environmental 
services on farmland.  ;  · 
Rural Development 
iJ 
In  the  context of objective 5a (all areas  of the Community) as  defined in the  Structural  Funds 
revision, measures include aids for improving the viability of agricUltural holdings, and premiums 
to maintain agriculture in mountainous and less favoured areas whic~ in some cases, are linked to 
compliance with the requirements of~e  environment (Regulation EEC  N. 2085/93). 
Many  measures  concerning  the  en~nment have  been  established  in  the  continuation  of  aid 
schemes, financed by the EAGGF.  For~ example, farmers can benefit from investment aids towards 
measures that help protect the  enviro~ent such as manure storage. 
T·'. 
In objectives  l  and  5b,  programmes :refer  to investments in  environmentally  sound  production 
techniques, maintenance of landscape:'and natural heritage, and the marketing of organic products. 
The 1993 Structural Funds Regulation requires an assessment of the environmental impact of each 
me 1.crure financed from the EAOOF. tot~  th~ objectives of  Community environmental legislation, 
and to associate national and local enVironmental authorities (see also  the paragraph on Structural 
funds). This is particularly relevant ~or the protection of wetlands. Under a new rqulatioa 011 agri~  measures (Regulation EEC N. 2078192), 3670 millio:.: 
EaJ are available for tbe period 1993·97.for 1M promotion of environmeot.ally sound productiN:. 
methods aod the provisioo of  Ca.viroamcutal services on a contractual basis.  These are establ  ishcr~ 
by  zonal programmes  set up  ~  Membec  State  level.  In addition.  1340  million  EO.J  hav~ been 
provided for improving tbe en~  balance in agricultural areas by promoting afforestation 
and improvement of forests {Regulation EEC  N. 2080/92). 
If Member States comply with1 :the  Regulation'~ zoning oblig::Hion  and follow suggestr:.·d practic,- . 
they can contribute to an impro~ed environmental balance by afforestation in agricultural areas  ,~n ' 
by enlarging C02 absorption capacity. 
The development of organic agriculture is also  encouraged  in  Member States but  until  now  ;l 
limited financial aid offered is marginal in terms of its effect in relation to total  farm land. 
It is also  important to link  agri-environment m~  to the  implementation of environmentnl 
directives, especially to those ~lating to water, nitra~  birds and habitats. They cover sensitive aro  \ 
vulnerable areas, designated  b~,Member States.  When applied to particular areas,  they  encourfl. <_: .:. 
agricultural practices  which  ~lp protect  water,  flora  and  fauna.  These  directives  c.an  only  t  ·· 
effectively implemented if  supporting measures are perceived as sufficiently attractive. 
Directive 91/414/EEc  which et)tered  into  force  in July  1993  defines  the conditions  under  whi- . -:>: 
plant-protection products for use  in agriculture (PPP)  may be  authorised  by  Member  States  fc; 
placing on the market. Detailed criteria for the authorization of products are laid do\\11 in  il.S  annex 
VI (the so-allcd Uniform  Pri!lc~ples for Evaluating PPPs).  Although this  Directive wiJJ  ensure t.ha· 
oaly~  produt;U meetin8 with bealtb and errvironmt!Tlf.al quality criteria  r,~,iJI ~  oo  rh~ marker :1:-: 
Ulld, addtt.i()tW 11\eUUte!a IU"G .Ull ~y  to  cm~Uf'C tull ptt,lr·t'lion and  A ~uslllinnble n~  of  I'I'P~ 
The Directive also provides for: an evaluation procedure of active substances at Community level. 
A  review programme for the pogressive reevaluation of active ingredients already on the markci 
bas. started UDder Regulation ai£ N. 3600192 and will last for ten ye..ars.  This Directive is a  g()O{J 
4••mple ofiotegration because·h  links autilorix01ion on plant protect1on products to  cn ,·ironmenu:l 
·- ·  ·  ia J*1icu* water cPnty standards. 
· ·"''"··<·  .. · .,  •.  ,,.,,  ,·  :·- ._ ·...  .  . .. ,  -- .  -' I 
I 
Partnenbip and shared r~ponsibility 
Recognition is growing of  the fanner's role a.s manager of  n1rnl  are.as. Agri-environmental meas':.  ·· 
provide an opportwlity for J>811nership  between tl1e agricultm  i\i  F.ecior and society. They also ai i: 
environmental and agricultural departments to work closely, in order to deal with particular  is~·-··:< 
as is the case in the Commission and in certain Member States . 
In some Member States, agricultural organis;-'ltwns  together witb governmental representatives  ;.;:·i 
environmental organisations haye developed cod .~s of  good agr!cult:ural practice\ and other initial i ·'-:;.:, 
aimed at guiding farmers towan~s  the use of  r1or~ environmer.t11lJv-fricndly subst1n'''-:'  "':ri  irri(:•,r·~· 
methods. 
The Nitrates and  Habitats Directives can be  effectively implemented only if real communicat;c,. 
takes place enswing active participation of all actors. The Natura 2000 Network provides a  me:: ;·;:; 
of dialogue for the social actors, particularly from the agricultural sector, which play a major rnk. 
in nature conservation in Europe. 
Conclusion 
1be integration of  environmenw considerations ·  · 1 ~ 0 agricult·,,r··  ~;1011id h-?  relatively cr'  . . '.:orr:.p· 
to the other four sectors of the Fifth  Progr~ntmc ,  because the  t~ c c.::.ssit'y'  to  reduce ow'r  produc· · 
corresponds to the environmental objective of reduced intensity of land use.  This expl;,_ ins 'l.vby 
CAP has already introduced new environment'li rn. :asures. AlthouPh the extent of their .:-r.vironmcr 
impact remains to be assessed,  t~tese agri-envi r'Jil:~~.:ntal meaSlJ• c.'>  cpr:si i lute a first and · :'ry rosi [  · 
step tovvards full  integration. 
Mr.  Steichen, Commissioner for  Agriculture and  Rural  Development highlighted  these  issues  : 
ststing that:  '~Production had to be adapted tc>  demand, not only tn terms of  volume but also in tcr.l  ~ 
of  quality and priu.  Compeliti~nus was  to  L·£  improved to , \'top.  or beiler still,  to  reverse  · ·  ,., 
COIIIilfllOUS Joss in consumption.;  &condly,futwe production should tak.e place in an em,ironmemalh· 
friendly m.~r  whih budget ruourcu should be distributed  in  a more equitable [a>hion  to kr: '·; : 
~4Jcle1fl pwple in  tzg~ ·icultur.~  especially  in  .rensitive  areas  that  still  very  much  depend  .;,. • 
~tllfe  for their regional ~conomy." 
Hnvlcve.r. the p3.ce and extent or integration  :•~~i::·* be strengti•;:;:'·'· ;h  :~ .: ure i3djij~t.rnc;; ··  , ·,r !.he c.· · 
I!!fked, with the exp::rience gt"\incd under th.c  c~<~rent  CAP  re1.•.· ....  =i..  ~:uch efforts  rna·)'·  iK:omc a ;. 
, for.~  oftbe envirorurient into the agric•Jlture sector. 'Thus it is  crucial that the  intcgrati 
··~ ~ .~ ·a, soon  as  possible.  In the  fin:-·.1 anlilysis,  h·_'  ::ev~r, the  succ;(:.s~  of  'i 1i~  iiroc~. 
d~  not tO much On speci'fic ('_.ommi:;:ot:;'J!l  r. . ~·oposal~ 8S •J :>  :;;'t\'Y  l'v'.·;m!y·,  3·iates  ·  d  to  the.· 
·Whrt i.s urgently needed is to ipcrease the sh;;; (:  ·~) :· EAGGF dcvc :r  ·-~ to  measures comply ·  ng vvith  :  '~ · 
·~ ' of.the enviro~nt  . t 
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·n  ..  TOURISM 
· leither  the  Treaty  of Rome  nor  the  Treaty  on  EurQpcan  U;;inn  expressly  confers  sp-ecific 
Conununity competence in tourism (a report will be presented in l ?96 to Member States on ·..vhethcr 
the Treaty on European Union should cover tourism). Tourism as an economic activity docs however 
~ ut  across many different Community policies, on which it has an influence and by  which_ m ttTil, 
it is influenced. Activities to implement the Fifth I'r<)gramme in t>j-;  f.O'JI \sr.1  scct01  invcive ;Jot ;usl 
f:·ne  Community policy ~  therefore,  but sevc:-af  including env1ronrncnt,  ag:;.ist ; ~ture,  : dustly, 
c.nergy,  transport and regional policy. 
~ntegration of environment considerations 
r~nvironmental considerations are most notably linkc<...  to tourist activities in regional  devc ii)pm -:~ nt 
-olicies.  The  recent  reform of the  Structural  Fw1ds  included  specific  measures  to  eDSLE·e  that 
:-nviromnental  considerations  are  included  in  the  elaboration  of programmes  and  projects.  In 
Jddition, existing or revised legislation in  relation to envirorunental  impact assessments,  bathing 
'Vater, urban  waste water and habitats has an important integration effect. 
1be Commission is taking steps to help and increase coordination and coopcrat.ion  in  the  tourism 
sector through the Action Plan to aSsi!,1  Tourism 1993-1995. The Plan aims to develop tourism by 
promoting information and mutual  exchanges between  the  diffe~ent parts of the  mdustry  and  to 
coordinate tourism activities within the  Commissic;1  and  with  t.h ·- Jkmbcr States.  The  FL1,,  with 
,.  total budget of 18  million ECU,  sets out a  mun b~r of measures rdating to  the environn·:'.  nt  ~!. lid 
·eeks to support a range of initiatives concerning the environmenta: aspects of tounsm. 
·:ne fust Report on the implementation of the Plan notes that more than half the amount ccmmiLi~d 
:o~ 1992 and intended as an initial response to the Plan.  was devot.Pd  to  t~e promotion of  Sti_,{  .. ; ~ -.a ~Jk 
':;urisrn.(~3 innovative and transnc..tional  projects).  The Report  8i:-?' · notes that certain p\)[;cy areas 
·  ·~ ve  ah.::<.ldy taken environmental considerations in!() ticcount: rcgil)u<d policies, a8riculture  i  ~ ~ sea ; ch 
::d development. 
· lrtder tbe Plan, initiatives include support to  projecf~ which: 
inform and increase the awan.-ness of tourists and suppliers of scrvkes about the int8raction 
between  tourism  and  the  environmen~ in  p~rticular through  the  creation of a  Europ-o..an 
Tourism and Environment Prize, due to be  ~\V<.lrded for the first time in 1995; 
Ml" tO  ref'..ODCiJe  tOurism t''Orl :nature protecti;·lr.  at  local Or  fCf:!iOnaJ.  level, in  f){lrticuhF  COa.<:taJ 
aDd mountain areas, nature parks and reserves , eg. by measures for the guidance of visitors; 
encourage the  development of networks  involving  transnational  exchanges of exv:dencc, 
· : -including experience of environmental problems a!ld  th~ir  p0~"'1J.:  ~ solution  throu gl:~  '- '~sitor 
~etnent  at sites; 
cnco~e  other environmentally friendly  tourism in relation to transport and related ;u-eas. 
·  r.-:~ .~  8lso strengthent:d by a commitment to protection of the environment throughout 
·  ·  ~  Action Plan. · 
,A ~:•'. ' •)  '  ~  '  •: .•;  ,•  • 
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The itroDS emplwsia oo environmental  consid~ntions and SU!"tainability  reflects gro·vinf?  cc::-1c:.r;, 
about the manaaemeat and development of tourism in the light of  ina-easing numbe- _,;  "nd tlv.:.- ·:· f.;y c 
greater preiiUI'el oo both built and natural resourocs. 
A.. a oext ltep, 1be Commiuiaa ia due to prep~re by the end of 1994, a Green Paper on To;Yii::· 
in which enviroamental coosidentiona and  the concept of sustainable tourism will  be explore  .  .-; 
C'b•nciaaattituda aud patterns of consum~tiQ.n 
With growing COMUmer  consciousness of environmental issues, there is  evidence to  suggesr  Ill;:; 
tourists are inaeasingly a~ / of issues of environmental quzJity in tourist are(•S  and cf the irnp.1c. 
tourism has on holiday areas. Under the Acticm  Plan to assist  tourism, a Tourism  and  Environ_,,.: 
Prize is being aeated aimed at identifying and  publicising destinations which  shov.:  ou tstan.~i:·:. 
practice in the planning and n:-.anagement of sustainable tourism development. 
.  ~: lnrtz' ...  raw  o( iutrqmcag 
, J  .. " [)J· '·., ·····,:c '.::4 ·*1l0 .  n -. : P.J.d,.  iab'o6lccd by the Olu.ncil oo 31  March 1993, finances investment rctatiP -'i  tc 
.. ~JI~•ID'kl~IIIP•·····  ..... to lnlttpOI\ bolb oC which have a direct relationship  with  tc~ui sm ,  in  :.~::·" 
·::~t--Il ~~~~~· ·~··  lJ .··-~  ...  ._oatouritm -Spaia, Portupl, Greece and lrela.nd (sec sectic;~ ~.  i~ 
t l  ..  ~  ..  · ~ 
I 
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To encourage an integrated approach towards coasta~ zones, the Commission is currently preparin1
.1 
• '' (qmmunication on a CommW).ity Strategy for the Managemenr and  Protection of Coastal  ZcHlC\ 
:  : ~ .:;, \  is  likely  to  focus  on  the  need I  for  strategic  integrated  management  plans,  includii!g  t.bc 
·' - ~ ,:~~Iopment of databases, exchange of knowledge, the education and mobilisation of the  P'Jt):  ic. 
-'' \ : '1e  Informal Environment Council .in Santorini in May  1994, Ministers identified coastal  zcn e~ 
n.::  ~ :.  privrity area and underlined the importance of  carrying out integrated management plans. They 
·~: ,,, .,  underlined the need to explore further the usefulness of economic and fiscal  instruments, and 
r-,r  ~urther action to  raise awareness  ~1d change the  bcllavi<)Uf of tourists. 
~ \  ....  ~ar  as  urban  areas  with  strong  historical  interest  are  concen1ctj,  l'v'1irlisters  emrJha.s!sc't  the 
;. ~;nortance of visitor  flow  management and  control  of noise.  Such  actions  are  foreseen  1:1  the 
'  r>cwork of the Commission's sustamable cities project (see chapter on Transport). 
·'  ~··~ specifically related to the environment under the  Action Plan to help Tourism will contribute 
,.  i··:creasing awareness and offer solutions to  particuJ ~·p planning and  management  issues.  'Within 
>,  .~ cneral framework of  the Action Plan~ environmcni.JI protection remains an important objn;tive 
-- 1 needs further development in the context of  the Green Paper. Nevertheless, initiatives on to; or: sm 
:~·  > nnmunity level will by nature remain limited given that the sustain:tble  m~nagement of toJ:r·sm 
:  ·  ,.,_;,; ics  the integrated management at the national nr l()cnl level and 1err1i1cs tt'e invoiverr:::: ;1t  ·):  <dl 
·  - ~working together in a spirit of p  .  .1rtnership an <:  ·-;i  :tred  resrxJnsit,ility . 
••• 
JHE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION 
~ommunity's role in the wide·r international ar ~ na 
r :!(; Treaty on European Union recognizes t.he increasing importance of the international dimension, 
·::r-;i"'lg that  Community  policy on the environment  shall  contribute  to  "promoting  measures  ot 
i,.,  ·: ~ ·naJionallewl to deal with regional or worldwide errvironmental problems". It also lays de: wn 
·:<.  \r1\Sis for cooperation with third countries and with  ;ntemational  organizations. 
V/1 ~: ~ the Fifth Programme acting as a: key factor in  the move towards sustainability and  with  the 
:ntegration .of  environmental  req~rements in its cooperation with third countries,  the Community 
; <;  tJayifta a major role in the establishment of sustain ~~ ble developnKnt policies. It took pail ;,s a 
?~H ~in  the United Nations Conference on Environment and  Development (UNCED)  iilld 
r~ -A; z ci)llta .ldiftly  in the Commissic>n on Sustainable Development (CSD).  In June 1994 it presented 
:~ ~ rr~tiviticis ' to]ts second session. Tite Community is a party to all major international convent1ons 
· - ·+'dina  tbOie  dealing  with global  issues and  has  signific..antly  reinforced  its  cooperation  on 
r.--.,.v:;'9111De1lt and development issues With developing countries. 
. ; 
... .. \. 
i . 
Cooperation continues through opateral  ties  with  other indus.tt: :·li.uA-1  countric~ such  1:'.  th" U\/. 
Canada and  Japan,  including  bil~teral consuiintinr1s on cnvircn :centaJ  issues on  a.n  as:m.tc:::!  ba;l: 
fhese consultations cover not onh coordination of positjons for  multilateral fora  such :;:-. c : -~ D DP(i 
the  global  conventions,  they  al~ considerably  ~dvance work  on  mu·!ua.lly  aco::pt.at', ,c  d;:,.1  ;: '·; 
processes for chemical substance~~ vehicles and biotechnology. In additio~ contacts v,itf·, Chi~r ;  Dr>:; 
Korea in the field  of environm(!nt  have  been rec..c:ntly  greatly  intensified wit11  a.  view  io  sr.::Cl 
cooperation.  · 
The agreement on the European E~nomic  Area with Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway cmd  ~·~1''(;{ ,  ·1 
is  an  important  tool  for  harm9nisation  of environmental  legislation  and  for  coop2rai inn  cr: 
environmental issues of  common ipterest. Similarly, the implemenL:1tion of  existing EC en v1 ro flri1Cn  ;_;\ i 
legisl~tio~ as part of  the Comrn~ty's  .. acquis'', by Austria, Finl;:md, Norway and Sv.,cdc n  ha" bc c-1 
addressed in the accession negotip.tions which were successfully concluded in  )\1arch  l 'Y_l4.  :\c;nr. 
environmental  degradation  and  ~ clear  recognition  of the  transborder  effects  of polJu;.ion  h<3vc 
boosted cooperation with Centraliand Eastern Eun_ ipean  countries and the Republics of the f:lrrnc; 
Soviet Un~on.  i; 
Follow-up of international comimitments 
Agenda 21 and UNCED follow-u·p initiatives 
The Fifth Programme is the Community's main strategy for implcnentmg the objectives c f i\gendo 
21.  Although the Programme wa.5  drawn up before June  1992,  it  was prepared in  the  light  ()f the 
preparatory  work  that  led  to  Agenda  21.  Both  documenl<i  are  based  on  the  :x~mc  prin•'j 
Moreover, as explained  in  the  report  from  the  Community  presented  to  the  CSD  in  t'vlay  )  ~n  +, 
Agenda 21  commitments in relati,an to third <AJu.ntries  are carried out through the variou •,  element:: 
of the regional and bilateral cooperation policies ( .i' the Cornmuni:y  The 'rcl and  4lh c()•JirLun;: 
Framework  Programmes on Research and Tcclu;()iogical  Devck;;Hnent  alsc,  address  iL ;  1y  ssn: c: 
included in Agenda 21. 
Climste change 
On 21  Decembez 1993, the Comnlllnity ratified the UN  Framework Convention on Clim . ;:: . t f~  Ct- i.anf:!c 
(FCCC)  adopted at UNCED  in June 1992. It now must submit its initial communication ar.  forcsc c:i~ 
by the Convention by 21  Septem~  1994. The Commission has already prepared a pbn of  ;;: cti c,.·~ 
M European aDd natiooallevels ti) demonstrate how the EC  and its Member States will coilcctively 
rt"....Cch  the objective of stabilizatiQJl of C02  and other greenhouse g;;_s  emissions. 
j,l 
However, even if  all commitments were fulfilled on time (both under the FCCC and  tLc  r:mnpc::w 
Jtrategy), it  is clear that fur:ther act-ion will be needed to achieve the stabilization, and then rcduclicn, 
of ~u1e  gas  concentrations  in  the  atmosphere  at  a  levei  that  would  prevcm  dangerous 
~rrtf~ ,-:-opogenic interfet~ences "\'ftth .the climate syslc  •n. 
Jmplemeatation oftbc Biodiversity Convention by 1he f'.Nlnmuni;':' (ratified in  Dcc~mh~: l )92  .', v .. ! 
b; based 00 the Habitats DirectH1e (Nature 2or:v: i~ctwork, invc;1lcries  et ~~.),  the  irnplcmc::t:-·t·on 
, other _ Community  legislation  refating  to  nature  protection  ,  (U1e  "birds''  dirccti ve.  tnc  ' :l r  ':<; 
R~oa~~  and the translati~ into practical terms of  the links that exist bct'>:vce:n  rnr-as;ycs  ic 
~.~and~  in other sectors, in particular the CAP. 
1.,·.- . ·  ·,  ·  • •• --.  .  ._ .  i 
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Presently, it is vital for decision-makers to become more acutely aware of  the stakes invo I  ved in the 
preservation of biodiversity, which still figure low on their lists of priorities. 
Forests 
The  Community  remains  committed  to  a  legally  binding  convention  on  the  management, 
conservation and sustainable development of  all types of forests, it participates in regional activities 
such as the Ministerial Conference (Jn the Protection of Forests in Europe (Strasbourg 1990. I Ie lsinki 
1993). Consideration is  being given to demonstrate how to move towards a system of harmonized 
certification of timber,  dealing  with  all  types  of woods,  on  a  voluntary  basis,  with  a  gradu;1.l 
introduction and temporary aid to committed producer countries. 
The Commission has recently proposed a  regulation on acticns  in  ~he field of tropical  forc.st<  /\n 
1mbitious pilot project on tropical forests is already under way in  Brazil (Amaz.on).  It  intends  to 
prepare, in the near future, a Communication on forests. 
Ozone layer 
fhe Community has implemented most of the measures adopted  under the  Montreal  ProtocoL  i\ 
proposal for a  regulation dealing among others  with controls on  HCFCS  and  methyl  bmmic~ e  x s 
currently under discussion and is expected to be adopted before the end of 1994  to fulfil  the most 
recent amendments to the  Protoco,l.  This will  introduce stricter measures  than  those  adopted  at 
C:openhagen, to ensure better safegUards of the o7.one layer, and to  give clearer technical and  legal 
. :;ignals to industry, to boost investment in environmentally friendly technologies. 
By 1995, there will be a total ban i.h  the Community on CFCs  production except for certain esscnti;:d 
uses.  A  list  of these  uses  (and of the  acceptable  quantities  of newly  produced crcs)  ;:;  ic  be 
,mblishcd this year, one year CMlier than required  tmder the  P rot<.'~  ·;J l. 
r ran.sboundary movement of waste 
fhe Basel Convention was ratified by the EC  and its Member States (except Germany and  Grc':r:::r:) 
during 1994. A  Regulation on the supervision and control of shipments of waste v.ith.in,  i ;1to  and 
out of  the Community (Council Regulation 259/93/EEC),  was adopted as the instrument to iiTiplernent 
the Convention at Community level and is applied from 6 May 1994. It bans the export of ),<><z  .. udou5 
wastes ·to developing cowttries ana  allows exports for  recycling only to  those countries  !hat  arc 
signatories to the Basel Convention and/or have a  bilateral agreement with the Community. 
Under the new cooperation a.rnmg<:i'nents under the Maastricht Treaty, the Community anr1  Nkmbcr 
States are examining cooperation ~een  justice authorities in tracking illicit movements of waste. 
.  ·.  ' 
j . 
SinCe.:~  preparation of the Fi~ ·  Programme trade and environment  ha..<;  become an  irnpt1rtant 
:ntefnaiiOnal issue. The Communib' is now actively participating in  the work of internationrd  fo:-a 
-ruch'· asliNcrAJ>. OA1T and OECD to make trade and  enviromnental policy mutually supportive 
' '  '' _ ..  ·•  ~/ ~ .  . . '.- .  . .  '  . 
'•  .  • '  ·' · - . 
:n.tbe'OATf GrouP on Envirorunental Measures and International Trade, the EC  put forwards  ~~pe c if: c 
;~  io clarify the relationship between OATI principles and concepts and trade provisions in 
mqtlilaseral environmental ~ents. 
'~1f·1;;_~; ; .... 
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The Council adopted in May 1993 a resolution on environmental protection and international trade 
listing the basic objectives to be;achieved in the last phase of tbe Uruguay Round negotiations in 
order to improve the interaction•between international trade and environmental policies in  avour 
of sustainable development These objectives were effectively achieved at the  recent  l\1arra.kcch 
Ministerial Conference, in particular with the decision to establish a Commi11ee on Trade and the 
Environment within the World Trade Organisation. Other Uruguay Round agreeme~ts, inc! uding th <.. 
agreement establishing the WTO,  address environmental protection and  sustainable  dcvel  pment 
requirements. 
The Commission adopted a  Communication  to  the  Council of 1 June  1994  on  the  role  of the 
Generalised System of  Preferences (GSP) for the period 1995-2004 which includes an environmental 
clause.  This  incentive  clause  would  be  used  to  promote  products  or  production  methods 
internationally approved as consistent with the objectives set out in international Conventions, eg. 
Ozone, Climate and Biodiversity, as well as Agenda 21. This clause would initially be confinC".-d  to 
tropical timber produc~  a sector:in which some international critf'ria have already hcen deve!uped 
by the International Tropical Timber Org~sation (liTO). 
Integration of environmental requirements into development cooperation policy 
Noticeable progress  has  been  m~de in  integrating  environmental  requirements  into  cooperation 
policies with third countries.  The Community finances  environn1ent oriented projects on  a more 
regular  basis.  Environmental  concerns  are  now  reflected  in  most  of the  bilateral  cooperation 
contracts established between the Community and  its partners all  over the world. 
1brough  exchanges  of experience  and  analytical  studies,  cooperation  agencies,  inclurling  the 
Commission, are gradually developing methodologies to integrate environmental conditions in  tJ;eir 
selection of projects. In particular, guidelines and procedures have been established to  assess the 
environmental impact of programmes and projects, funded by the CommWlity. 
in a  resolution ndopted at the end of 1992,  the  Council  established  the  guidelines of tl1c  EC' s 
development cooperation policy in the run-up to 2000. A  main objective guiding the cooperation 
;ncludes "the sustainable economic and social development" of developing countries. The Council 
~mphasiz.ed the need to contribute to the measures agreed  at Rio,  in particular Agenda 2 1  . The 
~inahle  economic and social development of  the developing countries is also listed in the Treaty, 
'UDOng the basic objectives of Community policy in the sphere of development cooperatK>n. 
t was unfortunately not possible to reach an agreement on a common and coordinated framework 
for,.the implementation of the  f~ial  commitment (3  billion ECU)  made in Rio (such as burden 
sharing, period covered, portion of  new and additional resources). It was decided that Member States 
and the Commission would report directly each year on an ex-post basis to  the Commission  on 
,)~le  Development  Although  the  Commission  regrets  that,  due  inter  alia  to  budgeta ; 
::.onstraints, insufficient progress has been made in tl1is respect, it remains ready to participate in  the 
;mpiCIIleiltation of this initiative . 
.  J~~ :~ _-the  IIIIDU8l report to the CSD, the Co nmission committed 770 million  F.CU  in  1993, 
rouowip&·: -~~  ISSCISiilents, in thefollowirig areas: 
:  )..' .~ . · '!~ '• ··~~ .· ~.: . .  ·:  :  .  .  . 
I· 
69.0 
36.0 
96.7 . q:.. 1  _ II  _ U _ J$  liPIM.  b.  I  ..,  ,.  ,W ....  I  :fl  ,,.  ··•·  •  ,.. .,.  .. ,,..  • 
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- Rural Environment .and Desertification 
...  Water 
- Urban Environment 
- Human DevelO()IIleut 
- Other 
251.0 
154.0 
.JO.O 
68.6 
35.0 
lbis data relates to EC  financing under Lome Conventions,  the Asia/Latin American  Programmt:, 
Mediterranean Programmes  ~~d  other items co,·ered by the EC  budget 
Loaae 
The  revised  Lome  Convention  in  1989  introduced  environmental  protection  and  .sustain ,; blf. 
developmeat u  part of ita  objectives. Four priority areu were identified by  the Ccuncil  in  M;.y 
1993  f« eahanced  c:oopaatioo  towards  Sl.lSainabJe  development:  poverty  al k:viation,  h eF~Jtlt , 
educltiOil  and  training.  and  food  security.  In the  area of "population, •  20  h CP  countries  h~v r 
irnroduced  demography  programmes within  National  Indicative  Prograrnm~  under  LO~!E tv.  /. 
commQil EC  position  on  the  issue  was  presented  at  the  International  Conference  of  Cai.u::  c" 
Septemb« 1994. 
In June 1993, an -:Envirorune;ntal Manual" establishing specific procedures for the incorporaticn of 
environmental  considerations in all  development projeL"tS  ar.d  programmes  was  introduced,  8nf: 
works  as a  "Uaer's  guide•  for  ACP  t:OUntries  and  Commission  services.  Seminars  have  bec;n 
upniawl within the Commission to heighten staff  awareness of  the links between environment and 
development  l~ 
The Asiaa aad Latia Ameri,caa countries (ALA) I The Mediterranun 
In  the ~  of the Asian and  Latin  American  countries  and  the non-Community  lvkditerranc;m 
countries, there has been  progress towards implementing environmental  considerations  into  both 
policy and operations.  . 
Environmental impact asses$1nents {FJA) ha'fe now b~  introduced in cooperation programme.  r" 
Asia, Latin America and Mediterranean  coun ~es. Based on  OECD best practice,  pro<:{.du r:~s  ~l~-' . : 
beeD daisaed f«  Commission staff' to ensure EIA is carried out in  a systematic '.vay.  Prcj(~u .- ,  .:..: .  ., 
daaified lllldcr four calelories ICCOnfing to their potential impact and  to the type of EU.  nco _; ,~d . 
Bowewr, lUCia a project by project approach is of  limited use for it does not offer a ccmpkte v~c:'h 
.  -~ ·Cif.wlllt m.i« eaviioameatal problems and government policies are in a particular  country  Proj cc 
.:f.: ~ :- : bJ ' Jiieiect 11J11R*b will be ...,Pemented in the near future by a general approach. 
),.· · .  ::: · ·~~ :.;C&,.  ... ojecllna Alia ad  Latin America, many projects dealing with environment have already 
-}/ ·' . . :  . ei·IIUdy on air pollution in Monterey (Mexi c~), master plan for treatment of solid 
··  ·  · ·  ·  (PIIilipPnes). At least 100/e of  technical and financial assistance resources arc 
;~~}~;:~~~1.~~ ; ··~  dJe. 1992-1996  peri~ to  projects  and  programmes  with  a  pri mary 
:I\~~t~~~~~:t.: ·= ·.  Criteria  tO  determine  which  projects  are  "environmental"  are  being 
- ~·~  .  · PrOgea · bu been  made  on  a  methodology  to  make  monitoring  more 
.fir · a. fiaanci.al  resources  are concerned,  the budget in  1994  will  be  rough!  y  ! 2 
,,.·., ,.,  ·_ 
, .  -JS 
Projects for the Mediterranean region deal mostly with water management.  I I 5 to  120 million Ecu 
have been  earmarked  for  environmental programmes in the  1992-1996 period,  either  for  dircc! 
actions (pilot projects and training) or for reduced interest loans by the European Investment Bank 
provided to Mediterranean th.itd  countries.  In addition, these  countries benefit from  the  bilateral 
fmancial protocols that, in mo. cases, include a considerable environment component. 
Central and Eastern European eouatries (CEF.CS) and the Republics of the former  Sovt.{~t Un).;.lP 
Cooperation between the EC and the CEECs is imJX>rtant given the existence of  severe cnvircnmc.ntz 
degradation in many regions of~'  which have an important impact on the EC itself, anr~ bee  au~  c. 
their new democratic governments have highlighted sustainable development  issues  as  a prionty 
during economic reform and liberalization.  · 
From its inception, the environment has played an important role in the  EC'~ PHAR.E  pr o~;:z:; ·, lm ':  .. 
Lately environmental concerns have been further integrated in the cooperation between the.  EC,  the 
CEEC and the New Independent : States through the TEMPUS  programme which is PHARE's  mstitimcnl 
for developing and restructuring higher education in CEECs  and in  the  former  Soviet  Union.  A 
significant number of exchanges (teachers, education planners,  training expe11s,  etc.)  hf'lvc taker: 
place within the environment/sustainable development sector. 
The second pan-Ew'opean  Conference of environment Ministers held in  Lucerne  in  April  1993 
coasolidated tbe wider "Environment for Europe" process instituted by the Dobris Conference  in 
1991. The Environment Action Plan approved in Lucerne aims at developing coope; :ttion between 
EasterD  and  Western  countries  iO  the  field  of policy  reform,  institutional  strengthening  and 
·  investmeot related activities. 
Tbe requirement set out in the Fifth Programme which calls for  increased technical assistance fo·· 
· the  foimulation  and  implementation  of  national  and  regional  programmes  fo :- sustain <tbk 
deVelopment  through  institutional  training,  and  for  increas:;d  public  health  and  environmcnl 
awareness in government, local and regional authorities is fully  matched  in  tJ1c  EA!>. 
·til~·  the decision was ~  to organise: 
force to promote institutional capacity building, including management capacity, training 
··-··' '· ·  .• :<1'>.'".>-· .. ,·...  .  .Dd 
~~~~~~~~~~  Copunittee (PPC) to improve the rate of  environmental investments in 
.: · . ~·~)  . .  -.  . 
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.Gondasiog 
In the light of an already well established legal and strategic framework for promoting sustainable 
development and for implementingjts UNCED commitments (Treaty on European Union and the Fifth 
A.ction Programme), the European;Union must continue to play a leading role in the UNCED  follow-
up process. 
The Community's agenda includes-the following priorities: 
Effective implementation of  all relevant intem(l.ti ona.l environrncntal conventions, i  nc1 ud in g lh,-; 
Convention on Desertification to be adopted in June 1994. 
Active involvement in the work of the cso to  ·:nsure the successful concln.sion ;)f the oven!! 
review of the implementation of Agenda 21 ,  !  n  time for the  1997 special  session of \he Ur - i 
General Assembly, and to reinforce some elements of the lJNCED  outr:omc ( cg.  S t:1tcmcrit  of 
Forest Principles whose implementation will be reviewed at the 3rd session of the c:;o). 
Participation in  the work  to  be  undert:lken  in  various international  fora  (wro  Trade  and 
Environment  Committee,  UNEP,  UNCfAO)  to  develop  a  positive  interaction  bctvJeC.i.i 
international trade and envin:)nmental protection. 
/1-.t the ~  time the Community, through its development cooperation policy, should continue and 
intensify its assistance to developing countries in the field of  environmental protection, with a ···iew 
·  ~ ) contributing to the implementation of the UNCED outcome and to  the emergence of an efkcti·r_ 
·vorldwide partnership for sustainable development. 
In  relation  to  the  CEEC  countries,: increased  emph;~sis  on  coorx ~ration  aecds  to  b::  devclop·'-•'l 
:-c~g  the  importance of fmding  solutions  to  some of their  most  pressing  e;n ·i innrncn~:- :l 
--oblems and the role this can play in  alleviating the  Community's own environmcni.ll probicm  .. s. 
• • • 
-x.,  BROADENING THE RAN(;E OF INSTRUI\tiENTS 
l 
The Fifth Progaamme lays parti~ar emphasis on the fact  that  in order to bring about subsia!ltial 
rhaoges in Q11JaJ1 treDds, practicesi and attitudes and to involve all  sectors of society iv  lim ~  • ,_ '-fith 
f:e priDciple of  shared responsibilitY, a broad mix of  instrument needs to be devdopcd k:!r:d  · 
'There wiD~  a coabmdng need for legislation and a';  Annex I to  il1is Report indicz.te:: :;, kgi:·;.; _' l.i 
;~~  ·utaeaiDdlefidclofenvh~haw:  continued to be proposed by the Conm·1is.sicn ;;nn 
by ..  CO.:dl owr the past two y~  In line,  however,  with the Fifth  Progra.mrm:  and  v.ri  h  th" 
- codclai-·,,-..'*' orftbeEuropemCouncil ofEdinburgh, the nwnber of  proposals on the environment h;:; .:; 
r ' ~c'istd  -~•  ll181lj  le~ve  proposals  at EC  level  now  deal  with  updating  existing 
:?;.:gi,.., .~~fiamewortdirecti-ves  that, in due course, will replace existing detailed lcgish l!tioll. 
t~fj,"~[:;t: ' i .  . . 
,·· .. rs-
.~\~ ., /:~> :'r _ : : · _: 
:;.:  ~~:.'."' . · .  :' ·:  ..  ·:. '.'J"';' 
: . 
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'"ij'"ji'_.,....  .. 
·'  ·;'?/ .Improvement of environmental data and adaptation of statistics 
... , 
- I 
Eurostat, National Statistical Offlces, Environment Ministries and other Agencies are trying to keep 
up with the pace of environment policy. Their efforts have now resulted  in  detailed  publications 
covering the Community in its entirety. 
~etter information on the environment contributes to  the implementation of lhc  Fifth Programme. 
It will be important to introduce the economic dimension into environment information  ~)y stems on 
which basis the costs and the ~nefits for society of po!icy options can be  estimated. 
The 4-year  development  programme  (1994-1997)  relating  to  the  environmental  component  of 
Community statistics is about to be adopted. Within this programme, the SERlEE  system (European 
System for the Collection of Economic Information on the Environment), developed  hy  Euroslat, 
is  now  entering  the  stage  of application  in  specific  areas.  Concrete  proposals  on  waste  and 
environmental expenditures statistics are to  be  presented in  the second  half of  1994. 
The European Environment Agency will have an  important role to play in this  l1cld.  The deci\;or. ·; 
on the seat of  the EEA (Copenhagen), on its fust Director, and on its budgetary and  f1rst  rn~1l L i  annual 
work programme,  are all  very  important steps  in  the  creation  of  an  institution  able  to  handle, 
compare and render compatible, the large and necessary amount of data in order to exploit the vast 
knowledge acquired by natural science in the last decades and  to  make  it  accessible  to  decision 
makers at EC level and elsewhere. 
~the  spring of 1994, the pan-European report on the State of Environrnent for  Europe, a joint 
droifof  the Task-Force on the European Environment Agency (EEA),  of national institutions and 
~  international organisatioris, was fmalized. 
Scte.itifie ...  Rh agd technol~gical ~evelopment 
' .:.............  . 
0\t~ l"~tb~/ ::~ ·-.-~'s  ·.main  research  ~ding and  policy  instrument  - the  four  year  framework 
',:  ·· ·  ·  ·  ~ - has given emphasis to the integration of environmental  concerns  intG  its activities 
P,rc)-~1)0 :. o(._ the '  ~vironment and  improvement  in  the  quality  of life  are  already  imponan : 
obiCii~li;iOf~c. -·r~~ · ·.:~ .  ·e. ·  'it !  EC RAD~ within the third Framework Programme (FPJ), which !Ul!S lmtil the.  ~n d 
··"' · · .~· .~~ · ....  ·  .. objectives are consider&bly reinforced in the fourth Framework Prograrrune (FP4), 
ijo1t)j~--g:Ji :i:.-Q~erall cOmmitment to promote sustainable development, and through the substantial 
iM.R.*'"'j~  .tiiftlloc':taJ resources allocated to environment. 
- ·, 
'  .. 
·-·.· ••.  ·t,.' 
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· FP4 will CODiiclerably-strenathen the integration of environmental concerns inw fX:  R&D  ?eros:; the 
baird, u  well u  proivic:le ICiadific support for the integration of  environment'\~ considerations into 
aectoral policiea. a.. of  the three JUiding principles is "meeting the needs of  socie~y and  p~·or1mting 
~dftwloprWnt.• 
BC  Environment RAP  provides  a  major contribution to broadening  the  range of environ;-r<'ntal 
inltrumeota by imprQvina uaeuments of the quality of the environment, increased  undcr.~t.v1ding 
of  environmental J)l'®ellel and the impact of  human activities; the development of sustai nab I  e.  new 
. tedmologies and products, and environmental improvement of existing production proce:sscs:  1.nd 
an ;mproved scientiti~ basis for regulatory actions. 
BC  environment-related  research  is  particularly  strong!y  based  on  partnership  and  or  :~;- 1rcd 
responsibility. For ebmple, the main emphasis is on the European contribution to elob0l  ch.r:nge 
reeearcb,  in  partnedhip with national  efforts.  In  this  regard,  th~ European  Net1.vork  on  < =!ob~d 
Change Research {ENiuCH) is intended  t.:>  support resea.rch  ccordina ~ion !lnd ne!.working  in  1.:: c.  ··;.- ld 
throughout Europe and beyond. 
Within the Environrqent R.AD Programme, the links between societal attitudes and the drivin,\~ hrces 
for new patterns of Production and consumption, are being clarified, and work is to be u1v:::rl1,ken 
on indicators of .nable consumption.  There is  also  a  considerable  emphasis  within  r:·p4  to 
lddress'theRAD issues arising from the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and  Ern i~icylnz: nt, 
and in particular its Chapter 10. 
BCEnviromnentUD;'providessignificant support for the application of  environmenwJ Jegis!i\t:('n il'ld 
itl enforcement in three distinct ways, by improving the scientific basis for environment;)i .-, ::_  i ·: nn, 
by  developing  improved  instrumentation  and  monitoring  techniques  and  by  dcvdo;)i;:r  0::;w 
production processes:and products, as well as environmental abatement technolvgies. 
There isaltrong  in~onal  dimension in environment related EC R&D.  First, the most signi f1c<:nt 
·  c:ompooeot ofBC envi'roomentUD is to address global/regional environment issues, that  c:·rtc . -~~ wei! 
beyond the bOunclari~ qfthe Community. Secondly, the EC Environment R&D Programme  :;:  \) ~n 
to participation by .I European  countries,  on  a  project-by-project  basis.  Finally,  resr,.~; · ch  or: 
eoviraunent and mluslainable development issues are a vital part ofEC  r~arch  cooperation \vith 
-.JU:n~• countries.  It lbould be noted  that  the developing ENRICH  Network includes  all  E'lfCflr.-an 
· countries u  well u  several African nations. 
~.; 
BavirauDeat ~are  also covered to a large extent in  other RID specific programme.'·  of the 
.  · 4lb BC FJ'IIIleWOik ~e  which  are  designed  also  to  contribute  to  the  applicatio;J  of the 
._ . . . priDciple of~  Aviilable Technologies (BAT): 
. r·· . , ..  .. .  ·'·  .. 
.  .  oae of the keJ.objectives of the programme on  Industrial  and  Material  tcchno!~lg ic :  :3  ·o 
·  ·>·.';:_ ·.  ·  .-. ... ..  :. ~  iutegrate environmental requirements and the human  dimension  into  in(  ;,.::izi 
...  ,:,:.- ·>  :,~i_," · · proce..e.-.  .-cl ~  taking their entire life cycle into  account~ 39 
the exploratory ldivitit. ~  tei..Ue applicatioo for the environment \\ill devote its effort to 
IUppOrt the iutrumeata oeeded for environmental monitoring. Research work will concentrat.e 
Oil automatic WilDing ..-c1 monitoring systems Concerning pollution levels in  the atmosphere, 
rivers or JeU; 
pre-nonnative  environment  related  research  (for  trade  as  well  as  for  legislation)  will  ~)c 
supp«ted by the p~e  on NonnaJisati~ Measurements and Testing; 
finally  the  LIFE  Science  and  Technology  specific  programmes  ~ill  also  cover  rdc.\ s.nt 
environmental related  ~'$SUes trueh  as:  environmental  health,  environmental  acceptability  oi 
biotedmolosiea. etc. 
i r~ 
Eaviroiuneat-related UD, at. Member  State  level,  DDdl  to  benefit  from  a  Etronger  EC  HAD 
Framewc.'k Propamme. Altbouab there are many IWiooal research programmes in this tiel~ bew::r 
coordiataioa betweeD them and more funding would ina-ease their  effectiven~ .ss both for resr.-'< ''Gh 
aod mvinJameat policy~  Examples of IUdl programmes range from  rer~  in  cc ~ .:~~l 
zme IIIIDiplllellt  through~  u1e roeot of air pollution effects and chemical sofety testing. 
;! 
Altbouab there is a  wide variety of  coastal types in Europe, sufficient commonality exists to permit 
the  results  ot national  ooas&al.  zone  research  programmes  such  as  the  UK  LOIS  (Land-Occr>n 
Intenaiou Study) and  Frea~  PNOC (Programme National  d'Oceanograph.ie  COtiere)  to be  L'···e<~ 
ebewbere. The ELOISE (European .Laod-Ocean Interactions Studies),  initiative of the Commis.-;io;. 
lerVel not only in integratingtprogrammes such u  LOIS and PNOC into a larger framework but :also 
as a model wbicb other Meml,>er States can use when planning coastal zone research  programrrc:. 
,: 
In the usessmatt of  air pollut;oo effects, the publication of  a series of methodological manu.alt: ove,· 
the yean by the Commission!  011  exposure assessments, effects assessment,  study  designs,  etc.  has 
bem,  inllrumeotal  in  harm(,oizing  studies  in  the  Member  States  and  thus  improving  the 
.  inter'-companbility of  data tiJOughout the Community. This has resulted in incrcasinr the statistic--<': 
.jJower  and  aentific value bf individual  studies  and  identifying  more  clearly  tHe  Ct.'\U~es  anci 
coGIOqUCDCCI ~  air pollution 1 at regional sca.Jes. 
·.' 40 
This underlines the need for wider, fiimework measures that ensure a more consistent environmental pol i1,:y, 
compatible with the Internal Market.: ·such measures are  needed at the~national, but also  ;:;.t  the  Community 
level, respecting the principle of  sub~idiarity. Examples can  be  found  in  regional  development policy  (~ce 
relevant section in this Report). in legislation such as the Habitats Directive and in  the Directive concerning 
environment impact assessment which affects town and country planning and management policies. 
~En.vironmental Impact Assessment 
~: ' 
Following  a  report  published  in i,  1993,  on  five  years'  cxpcricnr.c:  of the  directi vc  1)n  i rnpa ~ .~ t 
Hssessments (85/337/EEC),  showing that Member States found  it  difficult  to apply and  that rna.ny 
practical  problems  had  been  enqounteced,  ihe  Commission  proposed  the  1evisiDi1  of existing 
legislation. The proposed revision tlarifies the criteria to be applied in pr.)jects submitted for impact 
study and the content of these  studies,  and  integrates  the  principles  of the  Espoo  Convention 
concerning the communication of ~information about projects with a cross-border impact. 
Logically,  the  next  step  in  the  process  could  be  to  extend  the  directive  to  cover  plans  and 
programmes, a move that would be·  welcomed by environmental managers at all  levels, as it would 
enable  environmental  considerati~ns  to  be  taken  into  account  at  the  earliest  stage  of  their 
development. 
•Vil•.eiltlrJ~·anp.ct ~t  is the  key  to integrate the envirolli'Uent  into othc:r  policy 
anrii;;}Jilid78ailllrlll fcature.oftbetmove towards.sustainable growth referred to  in  the Treaty. The 
CcJ••••<ti•·:·Jiclfopeed  a number of mec~isms in  June  1993  aimed  at  ensuring  that  the 
· c;loldy inte£rated into other policy areas by examining all measures for their 
·~~~~, ;~aped  (see also the, uext_  Olapter). 
;I 
\ . 
·~ 
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Dcvdopmcgt of  Pkniqllndi~ton gd mldinitjon o(.nadonal accountin& conWlJJ 
~ ;. 
L 
In preparation for the NovembcJ 1993  Conference •Towards  a  European  Model  of Sustainable 
Development• and for the White~:Paper, the Commission explored policy options to help overcom ·' 
conflicts between environment, ~ployment and  competitivenf.'..S.S  and  the tools needed to achieve 
~~  : 
.t·· 
There is an recqpUaed need to pfoouce a •Great oop•.  After an  +:!V~luntion of existing approache...r., 
it wu admowledpd that for ,.,oo.  of  methodological problems, at least in the ahort run, &  ~ingie 
•are. OlF' inllrument would not be feuible to describe enviroomenmJ benefits and the ~.onomicJ 
and IOdal COlli ofiUitainable ~opm-lt  ia however felt that a more feasible (but not optimsJ) 
way forward would be a dual~  baed on the development of  a system of environmental 
iodiclton and  enviromnental ~  indices,  and  of environmental  satellite · accounts  to  the 
Natiooal AccountiD& SyltemJ.  A.a ·a result Eurostat is developing proposals for a Pressure-Index-
Project in dose cooperation with::Member States, OECD and the F..P.A.  To analyse costs Eurostat and 
natiooal apnciea are developing a  satellite Iecount approach of  which SERJEE would be an element. 
r:. 
Dcydopmcgt of Cost Bcacfit "~alyljs mctho.d9Juicl 
l 
Artide 130r(3) of  the Union Tre.ty requires that the potential  benefits and costs of action or lack 
of  actioo are coosidered in the ~on  of  Community policy on the environment. In the context 
Of the Intemal Market and  8MB Policies,  similar studies are under way. The Commission aims  to 
develop, in due course.. • common cost-benefit methodology that can be applied to proposals and 
prqecta with an enviroameotal  di~eolion. At the current stage of  science, it is difficult to quantify 
DOG monetary items, in particular' environmental resources. As a result, emphasis is rather on co~ 1· 
eft'ecdwaeu analysis that could  ,,Provide more practical results than cost-benefit analysis. 
.  t 
~Ddleriel  Iil-..  ~ea,  cbargelan4 levies have  been  introduced: on  deliveries of wa'>te  to  landfill 
' ~ · lad  1he Nelberlandl), 'qn domestic fuel  (UK),  on extraction of ground and surface watc:i 
· - ··  ··  ·  · .  the Netherlands), -~  effluents to water (France, Germany, the Netherlands). 
-.  i 
.  .  .  ~l- :, 
\tJIII~-mliid  ...  product~  on fertilizers and pesticides have been introduced. In France, 
AIJ*Ml.i; ..  ga  .. blllbeeni~  on atmospheric pollution, the revenue of  which is redistributed 
ii11it1Ma~«Wtia.Dtiallid  for ~pmeot  and ~ation  to develop industrial technology in the field 42 
Success of Ualaded petrol 
Thanks to a differentiation in excists and in line with EC  legislation on the availability of unleaded 
oetrol and on standards on vehicld,;emissions, the conswnption of unleaded petrol is, according to 
Eurostat, for the fust time larger thn that of the leaded version. Since its introduction in  1986, the 
market share  rose from  1% in 1'86,  40.7o/o  in  1991  to 53,3% in  1993.  Its  highest  share  is  in 
Germany with 88.?0/o, followed by·Denmark 75.6%1,  the Netherlands 75.1 %. Portug11l  ha<=.  the lowest 
consumption 20. 90/o  of unleaded ~trol.  -
Energy/co1 tax 
The Commission has put a lot of  enj.phasis on the importance of the cariY:~/energy tax  in  the ovcra!J 
package of  measures aimed at stabiJ1zing C02 emissions in the EC  in the year '2000 at 1990 levels (see 
Chapter on Energy). The White Pa4?er highlights the significance of the  tax proposal by linking the 
contributions it can make, not only1 to the quality of the environment, but also to  lowering indirect 
labour costs, offering the possibility of a  double  dividend through envirorunental  improvements 
coupled with employment creatio~~ . 
If  the revenues of  the tax, estimatef;l to be around 1  o/o  of GNP  were used to lower existing taxes and 
charges  such  as  employers  soci"  security  contributions  for  the  low-skilled,  this  could  have 
considerable effect on the creation· 
1of employment. 
~ I 
State aids 
~  fimdamental principle of  Community environmental policy is  the  "polluter pays"  principle. 
\Vbca  .ppJied,  tbe  price  mecl\ani~ will  push oompanie5  to  convert environmental  costs  into 
fiaw;ieiatteails.  ID  December  1993, the Commission adopted  a  set  of new  environmental  aid 
·  ~""  aa Wtlicb basis the ~  will judge state aid for cnviroruncnt protection. ·n1e new 
~· ,:•ill~'-*  on aid fo(J]:~  existing plant, but in recognition of the "second best" 
..  atitladcll:_.  ............ ....Y Jcpl~  allow for a higher rate of  aid (up to 30%) for investment that 
· g~ .~ : beyoDd  current fl!nviroomental requirements. 
'  ~ ·.: ::  : ~- . .  '-- "  •  "  ::  d 
') 
!'! 
iJ:::·::~$~~~-·;l~1it1~~::~ ..  'afd!e· ~  011  ~Management  and  Audit by  Council  in  1993,  the 
~M~~~·~}.~~--~~ ·  ·IC : ·~ ·· ·~  ~  initiatives  to  ~nsure the  smooth  entry_  into  force  and 
r:~~~~~·::.!::·  : ·~For~  CEN  bas been g1ven a mandate to estabhsh standards for 
~  ~  ·aad  audit.  Work  is  in  progress  to  establish  guidance  on 
~~~~!!::~~~~  liad for ~:jaCaecli~on  of verifiers. · 
::i( 
..  ' 1' 4J 
The European organization for T:~g  (EOTC)  and certification will also contribute to and may 
provide an appropriate frameworl(for coordinating national bodies- in charge of  the accreditation of 
verifiers. 
•  ;.i,' 
Owing 1994, the Commission will issue guidelines concerning criteria conditions and procedures 
for the ICCI'editation of verifiers ;:aod  guidelines on professional codes and  codes  of practice for 
verifiers. In 1993,  13 fmancial CQQtributions to SME's were made to pilot exercises oneco-audit as 
part of an  ongoing  pilot  exerc:~ in  which  nearly  450  p~jects have  been  presented  to  the 
Commission. 
;i/': 
F..~o-label 
In 1992 a Community eco-label aWard scheme was agreed for products that do not seriously damage 
the environment during their en~¢  life cycle from the raw material to waste elimination stages. In 
principle, the scheme is open to all  products, including those imported  into the  Community. The 
Regulation provides for a consultation process for  estab!ishing  criteria.  It  consists,  inter  alia,  of 
national Eco-labelling boards, a B~ls  based Consultative Forum  involving industry, commerce. 
consumer  organisations  and  enVironmental  organisations  and  a  Regulatory  Committee  of 
representatives from Member States. This process allows the competent bodies at  national 'level to 
examine products, and leads to the.  establislunent and application of appropriate ecological criteria. 
These criteria are prepared at technical level by a leading competent national  body and then decided 
on by the Regulatory Committee. ;;: 
During 1993 eco-labels have beeti;awarded to dishwashers and laundry washers. In  1994 decisions 
are expected on toilet paper, kitchen rolls and soil improvers. Further work is ongoing on more than 
20 other types of products.  · 
. Liability  . 
Tbe Fifth Programme identifies li~ility as an essential tool of last resort. In 1993 the Commission 
publiSbecl.a Green Paper which loq~  at the issues surrounding repairing damage to the Environment. 
'1be Paper considers a number of  -~es  relating to the various types of liability and their limits, the 
defmition of environmental  ~ge,  the  options of repairing  the  d<l.magc  and  the  appropriate 
fUuulcial·  solutions (cleanup costs!
1! to be borne by polluters, insurers or compensation funds).  It  is 
~  .~(the polluter pays  princ~ple and examines how to  implement  this  principle  in  a  more 
CO~.'.f.Onn.  ..f 
,. 
Q:aallU[Iioo·  received  many  comments  (more  than  2000  pages)  from  interested  parties, 
. iJitU&Irle)j._ J...,.,· :N· et: · abel" StiteS and two public hearings were organized by the Economic and Social 
Ciliillil:i"'l'f,·~ .  COIIIIDIIilsiiQ'Jl ' ·jointly with the European Parliament. These comments and the 
· ~ :,~~  to allow the Commission to decide its future action in 
·-~~::;:: ':·:ft _ \?\. 
~~ ' . ' : "'  ..  ~ ,.· .,h. ;:: · '  ......  ·.·  ..  ~~~'f;0~1l:~t?'; · . « 
Pablk Information and Edant;a 
The Fifth Programme  hinges m~  of the  success of the  drive  towards  sustainability  on  the 
decisions,  actions and  influence  ~f the  general  public.  The public  today,  though  aware  of the 
importance oftbe environment, is eonsiderably lacking in essential information. The Commission's 
actions have focused on the folloWing areas: 
Information 
The Conunission is due to consider a proposal to improve public access to information by extending 
the Directive on Freedom of  Acce~  to information on the  Environment (90/313/EEC)  to  cover the 
EC  institutions. The value of this Directive lies not only in  making available environment-related 
information but also in demonstra-~ng the transparency of EC  decision-making processes.  i\'iembcr 
States  were  expected  to  fully  tr~se this  Directive  by  l  January  1993.  The  Commission 
contributes to environmental infot;mation and communi.cation through a  variety of brochures and 
campaigns, and through the co-fmahcing of  environment related projects. In  1993, 80 such projects 
were co-finanCed to the value of 5.'5  million ECU. 
A  wide variety of infonnation booklets on the environment ranging  from  biodiversity to  wetland 
conservation were published together with a brochure on the impact of EC  policies - including the 
environment - on all Emopean r~Si,ons. Over 50,000 copies of the Fifth Environment Programme 
were distributed. Two  informatioti  .'campaigns continue to attract widespread attention: the Better 
Environment A wards for Industry, :·which in 1994 selected 15 businesses for awards from hundreds 
of  applications, and the Blue Flag Campaign. In 1994, 1449 beaches were awarded the Blue Flag, 
proving their compliance with the:'bathing water Directive. 
l 
•  i 
:q 
("~QsiC:iaa  of~  MiDisters of~  in 1992 called for the further pursuit and intensification  or• .  ·. otldioDs let out ia d,le  1988 Council resolution o.t environmental education. lt also 
··· ·· ..  ~ ·  ·  ·  .aCacioia be.  given to the intensification of initial and in-service training of 
111tr.~~~t  ...  dlll_ ao i.Qplcmentation report on the activities of the 1988 resolution be  iJ  ·of 1994.  ' ., Professional education and traininc 
The European Commission is ':increasingly  integrating the environment into  £'5F  measures and  its 
various professional  educatio~ and  training  programmes  to  meet  present  and  future  demand  in 
environment-related skills. This is  true of the COMEIT.  ERASMUS,  PETRA.  EUROTECNET.  FORCE  And 
TEMPUS  programmes. 
For example, the EUROTECNET:.(European Technical Network) programme's network now includes 
projects whose aim is to integrate the environment and technologies in one particular sector of the 
economy. As a result, experirhental training projects exist in  areas of new technologies of '-'·a ~~:c 
disposal, control techniques fdr pest and disease, environment impact assessment. etc. 
Finudalmpport mechanisms 
After two years of  experience, UFE - which is a unique environmental financial instrument covering 
tbe whole territory of the Community - has  identified three problems: 
disequilibrium between ~pdgetary resources and funding requests·, 
disproportionate administrative burden compared to expected results; 
coaflicts between the tw()· managing committees on the share of b~Jgetary resources.  -. 
I 
A ieport on abe  implementatio~ of the instrument will be  presented to the Council  before the end 
· of  1994. This report will be acCompanied by a  proposal to modify the LIFE  regulation to  clarify it'; 
, ' - ~ . imp:ove  the procedures relating to th(: selection of priorities. the collection of projects Rs 
: ~  •  ~the ~ clislribulioo of results. 
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De  Structural Polic:ies 
Revision of polic:y 
~ ,. 
,:1 
The  revision of the  structuraLpolicies and Funds in  1992  provided an opportunity to  introduce a 
series  of key  amendments  •  the  Structural  Funds  Regulations  which  were  agreed  in  1993 
(Regulations 2081/93/EEC and 2082193). These changes and key amendments to the Structural Funds 
programming process address .t,he  L"ltegration of environment within the Structural Funds in a more 
systematic end pragmatic way taking into account operational as well as subsidiarity issues. Apart 
from this, an assessment of the environmental impact is required for each measure financed from 
the EAOOF,  the ERDF  and the ESF  in Objectives 1,2 and 5b, to respect the objectives of Community 
environmental  legislatio~ and.itO  associate national and local environmental authorities. 
These changes should also lead to the more effective integration of environmental considerations. 
from the defmition and agreement of economic development strategies within the plans submitted 
by Member States through to implementation, monitoring and evaluation. Finally, they highlight the 
importance of taking a strategic perspective with respect to  economic growth and the environment, 
reflecting the importance of erlvironment for  a sustainable economy. 
Technical assistance  ., 
To help the Member States in cbmplying with requirements outlined for their plans, a guidance nc·  :-_ 
on the preparation of an "envuonmental profile" was prepared by  the  Commission and sent to  LIK 
Member  States.  To  compl~ent the  development  of  environmental  infrastructure  (i.e.  the 
"hardware"), it is considered (:ritical  that technical assistance continues to  be  made available  to 
authorities that are implementing the projects and programmes. 
1bis assistance can help select good projects, covering best strategy, best technical measures, and 
good practice with respect to organization and operations, including staffing and training (i.e.  z!l 
"software" matters related to hardware). The development of knowledge and good practice related 
to environmental projects is being further encouraged  by the  Commission through exchange of 
experience networks and actions. 
Eaviroameatal iadicaton 
Eval~  of  the  "environmeri~ profile" eleme1t of regional development plans has been improved 
as a result of  a "quantificationiexercise." Carried out by the Commissi0n and Member States, it  b:' ::: 
geoeratecl  a  set of indicators  :~gned  to  measure  the  state  and  performance  of environmental 
infrastructures: for example ot,\connections to  sewage systems, waste water treatment rates,  solid 
waste trcMmeDt rates and drinl1ug water quality. These indicators are being used both to describe 
tbe cavirotmw:utal situation mh Member  States7  and to measure  the environmental  impact of the 
;- eoft,"Aiity Support F~  (CSFs),  that is7  anticipated progress within the  Structural  Fund 
:  · ·  .. ·  •  period.  lr ·  ',  proarammmg  :1:\  -
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Since October 1993, the Commission and the Member States have begun a new round of Structural 
Funds programming for the periOd 1994-1999. From an environmental and sustainable development 
perspective. there has been  a  li:snificant improvement in the quality of the plans received due i  ·· 
large put to tbe  regulatory  c:bangea  but  also  to  a  growing  ~wareness that  integration  mak.:.s 
economic  ~en~e. 
Cobesioa Faad 
All far u  the Cohesion Fund is ·concerned, the integration of the erwironrnental  dimension in  the 
transport inframuctures sector,lis principally at the project level  through existing environmental 
impact U~e~rJment procedures ~der  Council Directive 8  513 3  7/EEC. 
The Cohesion Fund Regulation {itegulation 1164/94) of 16 May  1994 refers to the Fifth Programme, 
but only for the environment projects and to the fact that the transport infrastructure projects should 
include their environmental~  and should be compatible with Community Environmental Policy 
This further strengthens both th~ degree of  integration of environment within project definition and 
the need for- projects to have a clear context. At Member State level,  such an  approach is already 
beginning to evolve. 
! 
\  ..  -: ..  '~~:;  i;'  ••• 
:::~ ;: ·.:,L ~···  ·:.> ,>.~.~.·  ..  I  .  .  ·  ~(. 
X:·~ ·~, .<~ie  roa mWrm usrnNSJBILID' 
.,;  :·:·~:··fs-;·~:;_:~~::: ..  -:.~~~ -: .~·.-.::.<  ..  .-:  ·  ~ 
:Atr ·· rtr '··<~ ......... 
.  .  ~;i~~~l: :  .•.•.  ·.·  .  ' 
'.\~--.,..;pnjpo.s  iliiUIIIba" of  reforms to ensure that the policy, ~gy  and .measures 
.t·O..:iltfii .....  me cou.1dibe implemented and enforced at all  levels of SOCJety,  by 1mproved 
~~--~better  practical follow-up to legislative measures and stricter complian•"  caa.-...·. -.· earcRaneat 48 
In line with this, three dialogue groups have been established  to !ID<e this process forward: 
The Commission's Gener8l Consultative Forum on the Environment comprising 32 eminent 
personalities bas already ti~ld three meetings in 1994. A further three meetings are planned for 
1995. These fust three meetings have provided the Commission with an opportunity to consFit 
the Forum on the environln.ental aspects of the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness ru: .! 
Employment 
Regular  meetings of an· Environment  Policy  Review  Group  (EPRG)  have  been  institute<:, 
comprising Environment Directors General of the Member States and the Commission, anc; 
meetings  have  also  been  held  with  Environment  Directors  General  from  EEA  countries. 
Directors General have focused their discussions on the target sectors of the Fifth Programme 
and EPRG  meetings  have  played  an  important  role  in  improving  dialogue  between  the 
Commission  and  the  Member  States  on  strategic  issues  affecting  the  environment  and 
sustainable development.!:" 
In December 1993, the Chester Network of Enforcement Authorities was transformed into an 
informal Network, foreseen in the Fifth Programme, for the Implementation and Enforcement 
of Environmental Law . This network is aimed at the exchange of information and experience 
on  practical  issues  arisi?g  from  the  implementation  and  enforcement  of environment<:d 
legislation. 
Integration of policies 
The coming into force of the Treaty on European Union (Article 130r) has significantly reinforcr.:.::) 
the principle set out in the Fifth Programme of the need to integrate environmental consideratiot"" 
into all relevant policies. 
~5 
To improve this process in its own work, in June 1993 the Commission approved a series of internal 
measures intended to ensure the integration of  environmental considerations in its proposals on othc; 
areas of Community policy-making. 
Environment integration tom:spondents have been appointed  h1  all  Directorates General at 
senior level. DO XI ensure$ that these correspondents are regubrly informed of developments 
in the environment and ~vides  support to them in their tasks of ensuring the integration into 
policy-making in their seA;ces.  The Commission's Manua.l of Procedures has  been updatr: i_: 
in the  light of the new  requirements. and  training actions  will  be  organised  (  ep  0n impa•  . 
assessment procedures).  r  · 
~ : 
The  Commission,s  1994 ···Legislative  Programme  identified  proposals  likely  to  hav~  . 
significaor impact on the environment with a  "green star''  system. The Directorates  Gen~r:-:; 
leading work on these itemS are responsible for ensuring that an environmental impact analysis 
.  >  is  ~carried out.  ' 
,  .~ · >.;·_  ...  :: .~  Ge:oeral must. prepare an annual evaluation of their environmental performance. 
:.; - ~  ~ :  ~ : :  .:· ~ -- 1rill be induded in ltbe Commission's Annual Report. 
. .  .  '  <:.~;:  .. _..;: : :.  l  ; 
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At Member State lruJ 
Although 10me Member States dtew up national Green Plans or Sustainable Development Strategies 
before 1992, the UNCm Conf~  in 1992 and the publication of the Fifth Programme provided 
tbe impetua f«  molt to prepare or develop new national strategies. The Netherlands, Luxembourg, 
the tK, Italy, lnUnd IDd Denmark already have such  plans, and  Spain, France and Portugal are 
curnady drawiDa up their ...aioaallb'ategiea. In Belgium, under the new fedcnl system, Brussels, 
FlaDden IDd W.Uonia have each·  develoPed IUStlinable development plans. Flanders has its MiNn 
plm OD EaviroDment and Nature.: Public consultation is currently under way on the Walloon plan. 
Since 1992, in line with the c:omrllitments made at Rio, the majority of  Member States. have either 
set up 10me form of natiooal  cOaaultative. forum  on the environment or redefined the  role  and 
objeclives « exialing bodiea witll the intention of providing a forum for dialogue and consultation 
between  the  acton and  aectorl:  involved  in  sustainable  development  These  include  Belgium, 
Denmatt, Praace, Germany, Italy, tbe Netherlands and the UJ(. In Belgium, the Walloon region also 
bu its own regiooal council. ~n  has established an  Environmental Policy Advisory Council. 
.Formal medwaisaas for ia~tioa 
•.' 
ii: 
Medwritm1 for enauing i~on  of awironmental  cc~nsiderations into other policy  areas exist 
in acme form in all Member States and have been strengthened and expanded since 1992.  In  somr: 
Manbec State~, ataodina inter ministerial  committees meet regularly to discuss policy  issues thai 
have eavi,.......,.. implicalioas! '(eg.  Belgium,  Denmark,  France,  Greece,  the  Netherlands,  the 
.Uaited IC..,._) IDd oae il  due to be set up in Italy shortly. In Spain representatives from  the 
~  1Diai111y  IUeDd  •aectcn~ conferences"  comprising representatives of the  ministri(:s 
~  IDd ··~  resiOn.  and  an  environmental  policy  coordination  commission  i: : 
,.~ . ra.-Member States, iuta'minilterial committees are set up to identify joint approaches 
; a.a ...  Gtillli*ltialenlt(  ..  ·~th  and environment/agriculture in Gennany,at the 
f  .......  ·.~  : : ill .._  cua It  tJMiLinder leveJ, and in most countries climate change) . 
:·.  · . .....  _:~  ·  .. •·-~-·· 
:  ......... ... .. ............  lliailaria so 
AJtbouab eaviralmeat UDi1l ill  eaefBY ministries are generally successful7  their effectiveness in many 
other. MCton it  limited~  they~  not succeeded in making an  impact on policy and  decision-
maldag.  ,,' 
At rgiopelt1qqllmJ 
The Mautridlt  Treaty reinfon:ed dae Fifth Programme's emphasis on the importance of  the regional 
level  by  dedarins  that  •eommW,Uty  poliey  on  the  environment  shall  aim  at  a  high  level  of 
protection taking into account the C,Uversity of  situations in the various regions of  the Community." 
The  Treaty al10  let up  a  Committee of the  Regions that  decided in April  1994  to establish  a 
oommiUee on land use plumin&  ~ronment  and ent.cgy matters. 
A major Coafaeace ofEnviroomi. Ministers and Political Leaders of the Regions~ co-.funded by 
the  Commission  and  held  in  ~ber  1993  un.ierlined  the  regions'  intention  to  implement 
sustainable development policies lhd to integrate environmental  considerations into other policy 
areas  and  called  for  annual  meetings  between  regional  environmental  authorities  and  the 
Commi  .  !(, 
ISIOO.  :· 
i~r 
As proposed  at the Rio Confererlce,  there have  been  strong  initiatives  from  local  and  regional 
authorities on sustainable deveJ~ent  and integration in a number of countries since 19 i2. Some 
r~ons ~ve drawn .up  their ~  ~nable development  plans.  For  example,  the  ~f~ri~ 
Commumty  bas  pubhshed  the  ~d  21•  plan  that  closely  follows  the  format  of the  Ftfth 
Programme. In the Walloon area oj;Belgium public consultation began in May  1994 on the region's 
own sustainable development planl1In the United Kingdom, a new organisation has been set up  to 
help local authorities draw up theii own Agenda 21  and a number have already done so. 
!I. 
IniiCJadOD  ~  eavironmeldal  ~~ons  into other policy  areas  may take place at  both  the 
reaiGDII  and  llllioaal  levels.  In 'tSpein,  for  example,  national  and  regional  authorities  meet 
periodically It .aonl conf~  and  in the  United Kingdom  Environment Ministers and  the 
leaden  -~  local lldbcrity ...,Q~bas meet in the  Central  and  Local  Government Environment 
POI'UIIl. Ia Germaay, meetiDp are field between the Federal Government and Lander Governments 
~t minillerial and lellior oftic:iallevel and there are aJso several working groups and committees that. 
deal wi1h the ldoptioallld implem~on  of  legislation relating to air and water quality, chemicals 
IDd W..  •  1  •MMt  Dilcullic~l' alto taka place at the regional/Community level  with  regular 
baf~  •rl•  ..._.  the Bnaslels offices of  Member State regions and the Commission, 
invoiYiDI :aa(jU.  die ~ t Scrvice, but also the services responsible for structural funds, 
:~~ ·  I• ''N!tJJIIMIJ. Jll .. l.U. IJQ l15.L 4J. .,. HJ.t1  .. 1U .J ,tll .llll .l iu._,~;;.~"·""~~rr:~'."· ,· · · ·~-· 
••  .  ...  ·.  •  '  ·',<  •  - "'  •  •  ••  •  • .  ·•  '  •  .  '  •  .  '.  --·~ ·1·· ··  ' 
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!+""•  wltll NGOJ 
The Cunmillioa ldively iUppOrta eaviromneat-orientated NOOs by providing fin~ncial aid to help 
with  lliDIIiDs  COitl  and  to ·usi• with  specific  information  and  awareness  campaigns  or 
~viroamental iuues. Financial,  aapport is mainly granted to European-wide NOOs that focus on th  c, 
priorities oftbe Fifth ~.1Jl1992-3,  for example, the European Environment Bureau (Elm) 
orpnized a round table oo the  ~~fth  Programme in each Member State with financial support frorr! 
the Commission to reflect on how to implement the principle of shared responsibility. 
Contacts between  NGOs and the Commission take place on a regular basis and  at various  lev el~. 
High level meetings were held'in both 1992 and 1993 between the Commissi~  represented by  i-;c.-
President and the Commission¢f for the Environment, and the main European environmental NGOs 
to di.ICUII a wide range of  eavironmeotal issues. Commission officials from different Directorates 
Geaera1 meet annually with the!EPB'I General Assembly.  Since 1992, regular information meetings 
have been held between the Commiaioo and representatives of 8 major NGOs to brief them on t)Y 
Cnnimiaias'a eaviromiteatal pqticy. In addition, thematic meetings (  eg. on the Rio Conference, tr~Hk 
and eavh••••Nilt, tbe ~tn~c~ura~ f 6mds  and environment) have been held in which other Commission 
Directontea Genenl have '*'·  part. 
~  ....  ~; 
~  lbo played a key role iq\lbe Semiur on IUStainable development, organised jointly by tbr 
EuropeiD Canmrillion and.  the'Belgian Presidency in November 1993  and are involved with the 
Europem P.nnen for tbeF.nvironmeat initiative (see Chapter on Manufacturing Industry). 
~ ·: 
The Cammiaim ia auilling Friends of  the Earth with its Sustainable Europe proj~  whose aim 
ia to calculate tbe  environm~  space of the Community and to  address the question of how  to 
reduce over-comumptioo of~-
). 
i$1 
XL  · APPUCATIQN OF CQMMUNDY E~~·~IAL  LEGISLA  TIOJ'{ 
i 
\4! 
Tbe Yd:lb Programme uuderl~  the importance of implementing environmental  legislation more 
effectiwly. ·  Elda year,  the c;qm.maioo  publishes  an  annual  report  on  the  monitoring  of the 
. applicatia~  ~Community  law  i~Member  States. The reports covering 1992 and 1993 both note th~· 
.rnn:ti•  1llfjonel .meaaaa to implement directives has taken too long, mainly due to problems 
adllliasllb,.coonillllioa, iladi·tbatMember States often transpose and apply directives incorrectly. 
t ~ 'i  ,.  . ;  ~ 
i •  .~.~ 
•••  :  i ~ ,' 
··CJI~~Wiro.tmem.ltaw is most commonly  detected through  a high number of 
... ·  ~ ·"  .  ·.  cidzrlaa  llld through  questions  put  by  Members  of the  European 
· ··~  - - complaildl registered in  1993  (306)  was  less than  in  1992 
iii6oMol ...... .  •  ..._ OW.jit..ion·  ia DDW merging similar cases  . 
. "·.·  ~;:  ;-.  ' ~ 
I 
l  '  l  ' 
o;  ' i' i·;~ ,greatest nmnber of  infrinpmeata· ;  coatinue to relate to the environmental impact  ;:tSS1":c::,o;nent 
~;,. ,:-:,;tive (IS/337/BBc) which lboWI that it ia ltill not performing as .11n  effective envirom:' rnii:il 
safeguard nor auaiaina ita objective o(·  tecurina a proper role for the general  public in  planning 
d ·~;  Jiona that c&recdy affect their livea.•Aa the general public will have greater access to information 
en  :.ite  enviroament  with the  entry into force of Directive ':X)f3131EEc,  it is  likely  that  public 
~warenea of  the damage being done tO the environment will rise and that there may be a further 
increase in the frequency« complaints filed with the Commission. 
f\.1nhermore the entry into force in  1993 of Directive 91/692/EEc on the harmonisation of n8.tional 
reports on the applicatioo of certain legsslation gives the Community access to comparable data, 
en~bling the Commission to proceed from  information supplied from  official  sources instead of 
:- ;;:J ~, ·~ng on steadily raising numbers of·cornplaints from individuals and on questions from  MEPs. 
Th'". decision taken in  1993 concerning the setting up of the European Environment Agency is also 
'rig.n~ficant since Article 20 of Regulation 1210/90/EEc on the establishment of the Agency  and the 
E· •r.·-:pean  Environment Information  and  Observation  Network provides that  two  years  after  the 
F:.t~;:;.J.iation's  entry  into  force  the  possibility  of involving  the  Ag(;:ncy  in  the  monitorini_:!.  of 
Community legislation may be examined. 
Thr first meeting of the Network for the lrnplemt:ntation and Enforcement of Environmental  Law, 
~:ct up in the framework of  the Fifth PrOgramme, was held at Steenokerzeel, Belgium, in December 
i 993. Two further meetings were organised in Athens Md Munich in 1994. This informal Network 
;·2'
1
: '"J\V'S  in  the  footsteps  of the  •Chester"  working  groups  and  \~·ill  focus  on  the  practical 
;  .,H, ;~meotatioa  and  enforcement  of: .environmental  law,  to  provide  a  forum  for  policy 
ro.a.kenllesillaton and eavironmental inspecton/mforcement officers to exchange ideas both jointly 
~nrl fepaiately mel to enc:ounge the development of  enforcement structures. It will cover existing 
\ /~ ~ :-!~tioa, but will also advise on the best way  fonvard for new Community legis.lation  and its 
e  - . ~ mentation, application and enforcement 
~ · .  - 'letwork will  also help to develop:·greater Community consistency in  the implementation of 
:~:· · r : ···,nmity legislation through strategic discussiqn on enforcement problems. It is hoped that the 
>;_... •. -,orlc wiD be a  important element in confidence-building and sharin~ responsibility a.s fore';.cr:n 
:~  : )··~Fifth Programme ~:Dei that the exchange of  experience and diffusion of information will allow 
·  ~" ... ···  ~raedca  to be identified.  .  ... 1. 
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I}~)  .-~·: :-- -ull meaap  oftbialleport ia one of  cautioua optimism. Seeds have been planted. Now th€."'  .  ..  ) 
ne:.- ·  · ,. il.er and warmth to bloaom.  -~ 
.  .-~~ cT-1binatioo of  the Ftftb Programme and the Rio Earth Summit underpinned by the legal and 
ro-c ..  (illra} cbaDpa incorporated in the Treaty on European Union haS marked a turning point in the 
w&y  sustainable development is being apPfOICbed both in the Commission and in Member States. 
\  c ojrr rethinkins procea on the lides of  both the Commission and Member States has had to be 
i ni:in,~ '"'d  on the new rationale of  envi~ent  policy. 
'  Tb(:  Report shows that some progreu bu been achieved and  considerable efforts are being made 
in  several  uaa. Despite the recession  that bu been  at its most  severe  during the period  under 
';-1!.'1 '~ ·:· ·· '- rustainable development remains an isaae on th.e political agenda :md is increasingly ~ 't l 
"'. "'  -~ : .,,portant part oftbe economic debate. However, there stiH  remains n failure to get to the rer-i 
·,  ("  of the .,._, •  . 
~11 :; ::-.rt c.:.  some  -I  tasues. 
For f  c present, despite the Fifth ~e,  Agenda 21 and other initiatives at Member State level, 
sust8.i nS\ble development continues to be ~e  business of those who deal  with  the environment. 
In gcnc1'81, there are few criticisms of the: approach set out in the Fifth Programme. There is now 
a need to look at how to move towards a nc;w model of  development To achieve this, the following, 
inter ruia,  are necessary: 
important breakthroughs in the development of viable economic and fiscal  instruments, at EC 
:-.. nd Member State level, to ensure qte integration of cnvironmentaJ  costs into the  priet"-S  of 
goods and services; 
<\e  reorientation of technology  from  the  current labour-saving  fixation  to  an  emphasis  on 
·  ,~~ource saving in general; 
c'1duation of the implications of cu{rent technological  developments on  models of physical 
ri  n ~.ning in particular the structure of urban regions; 
;;! 
th~ Commillion IDd Mlmber State:~ need  to J'f""'..ommit  themselves.  at the  highest  political 
l-vda, to move  ia 1be  risbt  di~oo, rocogn!sing  that  a  considerable  part of the  Fifth 
r ............  to be cmied out .t:  levels other than the Community  level~ 
·.  ,'.  >'·~··, <~~~ · -:  .:  ' :  . . .  .· 
~ ~~~ tt?s. . .  ~ ·aftbe...,....._e  ~U  Deed to decide whether to make the approach adopted 
'·;m :~~~  IIIII ~~  quumwh·ta.tive ~~  to  n:!.idke  priorities  for action 
, .~;;~,  · .  -~  uKOn; 1te  Uun• areas  ere  ~.cbon IS  neeue~  ;  I 
.  ·r~-i~-~~~  p~oaraa  towards IUSiainable development at Community and at Member  ..  ·~~ ,,,:~ '1 .  ·:. . .  .  ,,  ....  ' 
,' ',! 
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:\NNEX I 
LEGISLATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT SECTOR 
1992 
hgislatic)a adopted by the Coudl 
- OJ L  99,  11.4.1992 - Council Regulation (EEC)N.880192 on  a  Commwlity eco-label  award 
scheme. 
OJ L  206, 21.5.1992- Council Directive 92143/EEC on the conservation of natural and semi-
natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora 
··  OJ L 154, 5.6.1992- Directive.92/32/EEC amending for the  ~~venth time Directive 67/548/EEC 
(classificatio~ packaging and labelling of dangerous  substances). 
OJ L 206, 22.7.1992 - Council  .:Regulation N.1973/92 establishing a financial instrument for the 
environment (LIFE). 
; , 
i 
- OJ L 251, 29.8.1992 -Council Regulation (EEC) N.2455/92 concerning the export and  import 
of certain dangerous chemicals. 
l·· 
- OJ L 297, 13.10.1992- Coun~~l Directive N. 92n2/EEC on air pollution by  ozone. 
- OJ L 371, 19.12.1992- Counci,l Directive N' 92/97/EEC on tb• approxirnation of the lav.; of th·-: 
Member States relating to the permissible sound ievel and the exhaust system of moto1 vehicles. 
1 
OJ L  405, 31.12.1992 - Council  Regulation  (EEC)  N.3952/92  amending  Regulation  (EEC) 
N•594191  in order to speed up:  the phasing-out of substances that deplete the ozone l;1yer. 
- 01 L  409, 31.12.1992  - Co~il Directive  921112/EEC  on  procedures  for  harmonizing  the 
programmes for the reductior(and eventual elimination of pollution caused by waste from  the 
titanium dioxide industry.  .,.· 
. Rppbdiou adopted by tbe Co~acD 
! 
- OJ C ISS. 25.6.1992- Council:resolution on the renewal of  the Community plan of action in the 
field of  radioactive waste.  ·  ., 
- _OJ C 72, 8.7.1992- Council resolution on the  :cchnological  ;)roblems of nuclear safety. 
I..gJaldaa.  adopted by the coal. mission 
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-.--.OJ,L:Z01 •.  20.7  .. 1992-~on  Regulaf- ;;:  i '2EC) N.  19 ~(:/'"'?. 11rncnding Counci ~  i  • gui1twr 
·  ·.  ..  oo 1be impl£memation in th;~ Community oi the Convention on  ln i.~rnatiLm aJ 
lW-IIRd  8,ecia  :~Wild  Fauoa and Flora (Cites)  . 
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COM(92)9, OJ C  130,  21.5.1992 - Proposal  for  a Directive on the incineration of hazardous 
··vaste. 
- COM(92)226, OJ C 196, 3.8.1992·- Proposal for a Council Directive introducing a tax on carbon-
dioxide emissions and energy. 
Bull.EC 718-1992, 6.7.1992 -Proposal for a Directive laying down the basic standards for the 
protection  of the health  of worters and  the  general  public  against  the  danger  arising  from 
ionizing radiation.  ' 
COM(92)277, OJ C 227,  3.9.199~ - Proposal for a Council Directive on the control of volatile 
organic compound (VOC) emissions resulting from the storage of petrol and its distribution from 
terminals to service stations. 
COM(92)278,  OJ C  263,  12.10.1992  - Proposal  for  a  CounciJ  Directive  on  packaging  and 
packaging waste. 
COM(92)398, OJ C 260, 9.10.1992 - Proposal for a Council  Directive amending Annex  I1  to 
Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds. 
1993 
i &gislatjoo adopted by the Council 
- OJ L 30, 6.2.1993 -Regulation &EC) N. 259/93  on the supervision and control of shipment of 
waste within, into and out of the Community. 
- OJ L  74, 27.3.1993 -Directive ~3/12/EEC on the sulphur cor~k::t of gasoil. 
OJ L  84, 5.4.1993 -Council Regulation (EEC) N' 793/93 on  the evaluation and control  of the 
~ronmCntal  risks of existing substances. 
OJ :L  148/·19.6.1993  - Replltion (Euratom)  N•  1493/93  on  the  shipments  of radioactive 
.  s&;abltt~ . betWeaa Membc:c States. 
&ic~(;;;{;:im -Decilion('93/3891EEC  on  a  monitoring mechanism for C02 and  other 
~ltM.eP.I,emiaiooa  . .  . 
.·._ .· . .  :.'\~;~!:~.- ~  ..  _;-~-~~- ~  <·:~~.:· ·,·:  ..  :. ~- ·.  ' ._....  :  .  . 
- .~ ()j!l)'j~ ~~ :_io .?:'l~ - - Council Replation (EEC) ~  1836/93 allowing voluntary  participation 
bj /~~ia .tbe ~al  ~in  a Community  eco-managernent and audit scheme  . 
.  : ::P::;'~ i~}~:j_~  993  : ~ Dii"ec!ive 93/59/EEC am<.n!l' ng Directive  <0/220/EEC on the ei r rnll  ati on 
by '!mllioDI·  from·  motor vehicles. 
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,~~~j~J~ ' ~m:c~  Commialioa Directive 93/1 16/EC adaptinp. to technical progress Council 
~  nlitins to the fuel  comru.nption of moto·r  vehicles. 
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\&JjslatioD aclogtccl by the Commiujop 
..  OJ L 227, 8.9.1993 - Commia$on Directive sn .~·~JIEEC on tb ·:  .. k neral  l)rinciples f<x  the  Ri s~, 
Aaaament at Risks to Man ~d  the Environn'ent  of Substnnces notified  in  accordance with 
Council Directive 67/S481BEC. · 
OJ L  110,  4.5.1993/ OJ L  258,  16.10.1993/ OJ  L  13,  15/1/1994  -Commission  Directives 
93121/EEC, 93n2/'EEC and 93/101/EEC Adapting to Technical Progress for the 18th,  19th and 
20th time Council Directive 67/548/EEC 
- OJ L 279, 12.11.1993 -Commission Decision 93/584/EEC of 22 October 1993  establishing the 
aiteria for  Simplified Procedures concerning  the  deliberate  release  into  the  environment  of 
genetically modified piUlts pursuUlt to Article 6(5) of Council Directive 90/220/EEC  . 
.LeJislative proposals made by the Commiss:Qi1_ 
COM(92)563,  OJ  C  17,  22.1.1993  - Propo<;ql  for  a  Cmmc:l  Directive  am e nd !n i~  Oitectivc 
88/609/EEC  on  the  limitation  of emission-;;  ('l  cer1ain  poli .tta.nts  :rHo  the  air  r ·r  :~n ,  large 
combustion piUlts. 
COM(93)53, OJ C 78,  19.3.1993 -Proposal for  a Council Regulation on  operations to promote 
tropical forests. 
- COM(93)120,  OJ  C  112,  22.4.1993  - Proposal  for  a  Regulation  amending  Regulation 
(EEC)~2455/92 on the import of certain dangerous chemicals. 
- COM(93)154, OJ C 157, 9.6.1993- Proposal for a Directive amending Directive 86/662/EEC em 
the limitation of noise emitted.  by earthmoving machinery. 
- COM(93)202, OJ C 232,  28.8.1993  - Propos~l for  a  Council  Regulation  on  substances  that 
deplete the ozone layer. 
~  COM(93)3Sl, OJ C 239, 3.9.1993- proposal  fo r·  a Council  Di,cctive concerning the l;!acing of 
biocidal (non-agricultural pesticide) products on  the market 
COM(93)423, Buii.EC  9-199~, 14.9.1993  - Proposal  for  a  directi·v"c  on  Integrated  Pollution 
Prevention and Control.  ;  .,,, 
COM(93)425, OJ C  271,  7.Ib.I993  - Proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  amending  Directive 
91/689/BEC on hazardous waste. 
_.  ·CQM(93)631. Bull.EC 12-I99j, 21.12.1993 - Proposal for  a  Council  Directive relating  to  the 
cttlliJriCIIIIOI'n.-'perbaing and  I~Hng  of dangerous substances. 57 
1994 
uplatioD adapted by the CquqcU 
- OJL 100, 19.4.1994-European Parliament and Council Directive 94/12/EEC amending Directive 
70/220/fmC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to measures to  be 
taken apinst air pollution by emissions from motor vehicles  . 
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BCIOI•tiou adopted by tbc CqgDcU 
- Bull.EU 3-1994, 25.3.1994  - C~cil  Resolution on the integrated management of  coastal zones. 
LeJPiatioa adoptCd by the Cgmmiuion 
JO L 103, 22.4.1994- Cornm1ssion Directive 94/15/EEC Adapting to Technical Progress for the 
1st time Council  Directive 90?220/EEC on  the  Deliberate  Release  into  the  Environment  of 
Genetically Modified Organisms. 
' 
JOL 105,26.4.1994-CommissipnDecision 94/211/EC Amending Council Decision 91/596/EEC 
Concerning the Summary Notification Information Format referred to  in  Article 9 of Council 
Directive 90/l201EEC. 
~  JO L  5,  7.1.1994 - Commission. Decision 94/3/EC of 20 December  1993  establishing a list  of 
wastes pursuant to Article l(a) ,of Council Directive 75/442/EEC on  waste 
Le&Piatjyc proiH!J''' made lu' the Commission 
- COM(94)4,  Buli.EU  1/2-1994,  26.1.1994  - Proposal  for  a  Council  on  Directive  amending 
Directive 82/SOI/EEC on the control of major-accident hazards involving dangerous substances. 
- COM(94)36, Buii.EU lll-19941·16.2.1994- Proposal for a Council  Directive on  bathing water 
~ity  amending Council Directive 76/160/EEC. 
,~94)39.Buii.EU  1-2/1994~ 23.2.1994 -Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 
·  · ' ·  ·  ·  qa tbe ·  Conaavation of  Wild birds. 
:i 
,:, ~~-ll~-.,.~.'~'• ·-.......  ~.~-1994,  16 ~~:1994 - Proposal  for a Council  Directive amending Directive 
1 :5f'I~$/JJ311!J!C .:.(i the·  aaessmeni, of the effects  of certain  public  and  private  projects  on  the ··,j 
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